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$5,000 Needed For Band's
Trip To Elks' Convention

15c

Man, 57, Killed
At Eads Picnic

A 57-year-old man was shot 'Young Bledsoe said that he
A picture of brownskinned vention as special guests of derway, with Elks representato death early Sunday morn- fired a second shot which ILI
Memphis pulchritude will be the Beale Street Elks and affi- tives, and Manassas students
ing at the Eads Picnic grounds,Mr. Grandberry in the left sidt
or°videed to the delegates to the liated Lodges. A campaign to and patrons heading the distriand Sheriff's Deputies arrested , of the head and killed him.
raise $5,000 to defray the ex- bution and promotion.
a 19-year-old boy on suspicion. When deputies arrived, thee
(IBPOE of W.) Grand penses
for taking the ManesALUMNI TO HELP
of murder.
found Mr. Grandberry lying on
Lodge Convention meeting in sasites to the "City of Brother- Also scheduled
to help in aThe viclim was Morrie Lee the ground and a small pocket
Philadelphia, Pa., August 14 ly Love" is currently underway rousing interest and raising
Grandberry of 11259 Monterey!knife with a four-inch blade a•
in Memphis.
through 20
the needed funds is a huge
rd. Charged in the killing was;bout four feet from his
body.
FIRST SINCE '39
mass meeting of Manassas
William Arthur Bledsoe of He fell about 20 feet from a
The Memphians will be the
Lt. George W. Lee, promi- students, teachers, patrons,
12701
Highway
64, who left the concrete building on t h
attractive majorettes of the ?lent Memphis
leader and and friends of the school.
scene with his brother, Thomas!grounds.
Manassas High School Band. Grand Commissioner of EduceLouis B. Hobson, principal
Bledsoe, 25, and was later ar-1 The Bledsoe brothers left the
The baton twirling highsteppers tion for the International Order of the school, and a retired forrested at their home.
area in an old model ear and
will lead the 100-piece north- of Elks, is spearheading the mer assistant principal, E. A.
Young Bledsoe told officers; were arrested later at their
side group in the famed Elks' drive to give the local high Teague, have set the tentative
that he got into an argument, home.
International Parade, slated school a featured spot in an e- date for the mass meeting as
with Mr. Grandberry after he! Mrs. Morrie Grandberry Wa,
for the afternoon of Aug. 17th. vent which has an international!Tuesday night, July 29 in the
had slapped his brother, Tho- brought to the scene of the
The band will attend the con- flavor.
Manassas High School auditomas, and that the older man killing and identified the knitt
Delegates from all over the rium.
then pulled a knife and started as one belonging to her husUnited States and several for- . Mr. Teague's special appeal
towards him.
band. His body was carried te
eign countries regularly attend will be to former students and
TO PERFORM AT CONVENTION —
with Maurice Hulbert, Sr., serving as exeThe youth said that he pull- John Gaston hospital, where it
the Elk's Conventions. Once be- alumni of the school. Others to "Poems in motion" is one description
of
cutive director. Majorettes seen, from left, ed a .22 calibre pistol from un- was being held for the medifore, in the 1930's local Elks, be featured at the mass meet- this bevy of Manassas High School majoretare Misses Priscilla WolLey, Senorita Rode- der his shirt and fired a warn- cal examiner.
led by Lieutenant Lee, spon- ing will be the 1965-66 presi- tes who are slated to attend the Elks Interrick, Evelyn Seals, Patricia Brooks and ing shot over Mr. Grandberry's The picnic grounds are ownsored the appearance of a lo- dent of the Student Council, J. national Convention in Philadelphia
Aug.
Martha Ferguson. Not shown is Miss Car. head, but that he ignored it ed by Willie B. Branch of 12043
cal band at an Elk's Conven- D. Williams
of the alumni asso14-20. The 100-piece Manassas band has been
melte Guy, head majorette. Miss Rose M. and kept coming toward him. Highway 64.
tion in New York. That was ciation, and others. The
Manas- invited to Lead the parade, and a $5,000
Caviness is faculty sponsor of the group.
Booker T. Washington High sas Band will provide
musical fund-raising campaign is now in progress
(Withers Photo)
W. A former Booker T. Washing- School in 1939.
numbers for the occasion.
ton High school student has Well-known Maurice Hulbert, The featured majorettes for
Sr., leading Elk and business- the parade in
Philadelphia inb. en decorated with the U.S.
man, is the executive director clude: Misses Priscilla Wooley,
Force Medal in Vietnam for of the
Fund-raising campaign. Senorita Roderick, Evelyn Seals
,rial achievement.
Among the projects Mr. Hul- Patricia Brooks, Martha FerHe is Staff Sgt. Richard Don- bert has outlined is a mam- ippon,
and leading majorette,
Id, Jr., son of Mrs. Jewell moth dance scheduled for Carmella Guy. Their
director
Thursday night, July 29th, at is Miss Rose M. Caviness.
Sonald of 129 Kirk Ave.
A teenage boy leaving a vester Williams of 447 E. GeorA flight mechanic, Sgt. Don- the city's largest nightspot, Solicitation of contributions
dance was stabbed and two gia.
ald won the award for his per- The Club Paradise, 645 East from local business and profespersons were shot by a boy When time came for the ren'
sonal bravery and airmanship Georgia Avenue. Ticket sales sional groups will get underMrs. Cornelia Crenshaw, Mrs. Crenshaw by stating: "I pressure on her was her
efforts with a new pistol in three sep- to be paid, they said, Sylvester
in the fight against Communist for the dance are already on-'way this week.
eeteran of 27 years with the would suggest that you inform to place two elderly
Negro arate incidents which occurred Williams asked his elderly guest
aggression in Vietnam. He is in
Memphis Housing Authority, those employed in your office, women in the Lauderdale during the
past weekend in for part of the payment, and
a unit of toe Pacific Air Forcei
blamed an insulting letter from if there is any great dissatis- Courts housing project,
brief argument developed awhich Memphis.
which assist and advises VietWalter M. Simmons, executive faction with their present earn- has all-white occupants.
Charles Thomas, 14, of 1125 bout it, but the man was al.
namese Air Force crews on
director of the organization, as ings that they might wish to The two women, both
in their College st., told police that he lowed to remain there.
combat tactics against the Viet
one of the reasons why she re- seek employment elsewhere." sixties, had asked for
quarters had attended a dance at Fa- The younger man told police
Cong.
signed on July 2.
'
MHA head told Ws. in hospital area, as one is re- ther Bertrand High School on that Floyd Woliams came
Sgt. Donald is married to the
to
The letter to Mrs. Crenshaw Crenshaw that in thinking back ceiving clinical treatment for last Friday night
former Miss Jeraldean Benson The NAACP called upon the
and had got- the door, said that he ha('
The delegate demanded, "Who who joined the MHA back in over her personal employment cancer
and diabetes, but the ten as far as Niese and S. Park- heard that he was abusing his
of San Antonio, Texas.
President, at its 56th annual wants to get into the Cabinet? 1938 and who
had been a mana- with the organization that "I request was denied and
The award was presented to convention in Denver, recently,
way when lie was accosted by father, and then shot him ir
What deal was cut?"
ger since 1949. was in answer can only see some disturbing women were approved only the
him by Col. David Fleming, to refuse to confirm the nomifor 10 boys.
the leg, just below the knee,
'RUDE LIE
request
her
to
for
a
raise
for days that seemed to have been Dixie Homes, which did not Young Thomas said the boys
commander at the 315th Air nation of former Mississippi The
BROTHER A VICTIM
allegation of a "deal" personnel in her office and
Commando Group.
for created by you in your work- have available the type of a- didn't say anything, but one The youth fled and
Gov. James P. Coleman as was bitterly assailed by°Exeofficers
herself.
ing with other people in our partment the women had ap- stabbed him in the right ribs were still looking for
judge on the U. S. Court of Ap- cutive Director Roy Wilkins
him when
She had asked that one per- organization."
plied for.
peals for the Fifth Circuit.
with a knife, and another cut a complaint was made about
following the adoption of the reAsked what her immediate him in the back before they him having shot his brother.
In its resolution, the Associa- solution. Mr .Wilkins expressed son's salary be raised from PURPOSE: TO HUMILIATE
tion expressed "shock" at the that he would carry out the de- $225.00 to $250.00; that a sec- In her letter of resignation employment plans for the fu- ran away.
Frank.
ond
one's
be
elevated
from to Sir. Simmons, Mrs. Cren- ture are, Mrs. Crenshaw said After he was wounded,
nomination.
cree.
the The two brothers were s3ie
It further added that the But he added that he resent- $242.00 to $269; a third one's shaw said the two-fold purpose that she did not have any, but youth went to a nearby
house to have gone to the 400 Clut
President should "screen all ed "this rude lie," referring to upped from $269.00, and that of his letter to her was "to hu- that it was not "conducive
to and called his mother, Mrs. Es- at 522 Hadden, when the young
persons who are considered for remarks made by the delegate. hers be raised from $484.00 to miliate me because I had the my well-being to remain
in the tella Thomas, and told her that er was refused admission be.
Central State College, Wilber- judgeship," and "should make He said, "I have not been of- $525.00.
courage to ask for a deserved employment of the Memphis he had been cut.
cause of his age.
certain
that
anyone
appointed
salary
fered
increase for Dixie Homes Housing Authority."
any position, do not ex- DETERMINED BY BOARD
force, Ohio, has 563 students
After he was carried to John
An argument followed. am'
is fully committed to uphold the pect any offer and do not want
registered in its summer ses- law and
In commenting on her re- personnel." and 'to make an She joined the MHA in 1938 Gaston hospital, he told offi- Floyd Williams shot his brothel
to protect the constitu- any." And "I wouldn't trade my
example of me so that all oth- and was a cashier until she cers that he had no idea as in the leg and
sion.
fled.
tional rights of all Americans position with the Association quest for the raises, Mr. Simer employees would fear to ask was promoted to manager of to whether or not the boys who Police
arrested him later et
Of that number, 502 are regu- without regard to race, creed even for the seat in the White mons replied in his letter that for increase
future."
in
the
the
LeMoyne
had
Gardens
"the
attacked
time,
housing
place
him
were
and
presconditions
1
214
E. Calhoun. The pistol wa:
or color."
House," he declared.
lar undergraduate students.
suggested project in 1949. After two years ent at the dance, and was not 'still in his pocket
for analysing the earning ca- 1 Mrs. Crenshaw
at the time
Also taking part in the col- Debate on the resolution was Clarence Mitchell, director of
that
matter
another
which
there,
she
was
able
parity
to
transferred
give
a
for
description
to
all
marred
of
our
-V-by
the implication as- the NAACP Washington bureau,
'WON PISTOL'
employees
lege's summer program 'are a
any of them.
serted by one delegate that a likewise assailed the delegate. will be settled on a basis of might have resulted in some Dixie Homes,
The youth told officers (ha'
undergraduate National Science
"deal" has been made between Following Mr. Wilkin's blast, the time of July 19, 1965; the
SHOOTS TWO
he won the pistol in a die(
Foundation research students. the
NAACP Board and or staff the delegates gave the Resolu- place, 700 Adams Avenue and
In another incident involving .game and did not know who it:
In the graduate school, 55, in- members and
the Johnson Ad- tion Committee, the Executive the conditions will be deterthe shooting of two persons, po-'original owner was,
cluding 32 National Science ministration
not to press of op. Director and the Director of the mined by the members of our
lice were holding Floyd Wil- lie is being held in the State
Foundation elementary teach- position to the Coleman
nomina- Washinton Bureau a vote of con- Board."
liams, 18, of 214 E. Calhoun, on charges of assault to mur
ers are presently enrolled.
tion.
fidence.
for shooting two persons, in- der.
Ile concluded the letter to
cluding his 21-year-old brother, After taking X-rays, hospita.
Frank Williams, Jr.
officials decided to leave thi
BOGALUSA, La. — (UPI) — Young and the League's vice Police said that the boys' fa- bullet in
Sylvester Williams'
Negro leaders, having visited president, Robert Hicks, flew to ther, Frank Williams, Sr., 70, leg, since it is lodged near tht
Rouge, La., on the left his wife earlier in
Gov. John J. McKeithen to dis- Baton
June, bone and does not cause hin
governor's private plane at his and had been staying
with Syl- discomfiture.
cuss a proposed 30-day cooling request for
an hour and a half
off period, said they bad asked closed meeting.
him to visit them in Bogalusa. Afterwards Young disclosed
They said they wanted to McKeithen asked for the 30
meet with McKeithen before de- days free of demonstrations, so
ciding on the governor's request that leaders and city officials
for a month free of demonstra- could once again attempt negotiations.
tions.
A spokesman said the invita- He said, "The governor has
tion had been delivered to Mc- recommended to us a 30-day S,',„!,
Keithlen and that a reply was cooling off period, during which
expected "shortly."
attempts will be made to settle I ,
There was no immediate con- the differences between us andl
firmation from the governor's others involved, by negotiations
mansion in Baton Rouge that a n d intelligent
discussions
McKeithen had received the tele-'across the conference table.
gram or that he would come to "If this can be done," Young
continued, "tremendous service'
this racially troubled town.
The note sent to McKeithen will be rendered to our nation,
signed by Bogalusa Civic and our state, the city of Bogalusal
Voters League secretary Gayle and all people, white and colorJenkins, said the League had ed."
voted to "invite you to meet "We have agreed to return to,
with us. . . before making a. Bogalusa and recommend to
final decision."
dur people that we will abide by]
League President A.Z. Young the governor's request."
earlier had said a decision on The Negro leader said he,1
the cooling-oft period would be Hicks and the governor agreed
made. A morning press confer- that the "Bogalusa demonstraence had been planned to an- tions are hurting this state and
nounce the decision, but that are increasing bitterness beconference was called off when tween the races."
the telegram was sent to Mc- On May 16, Negroes and
Keithen.
whites met at the conference
While the civil rights leaders table for the first time, but after
BOUND FOR EUROPE — Mrs. H. II. Johnson, left, and her
tested the opinion of the rank a few talks the negotiations
Z *
daughter, Miss Lynda Johnson, of 1345 S. Parkway East,
and
were
file
broken
concerning
up.
the
coolingMEMPHIANS IN DENVER — Among the delegates attendleft Memphis last Sunday bound for Europe, where Miss
anti Mrs. Lorene Osborne. On second row, same order, are off period, demonstrations were A
three-man
mediation team
ing the 56th annual convention of the NAACP in Denver reJohnson will study for a year at the University of Madrid in
Mrs. Alzada Clark, Odell Kinnon, Miss Elaine Lee, Miss scheduled as usual.
from outside Bogalusa composcently were these Memphians and three from other sections
Spain as a Spanish language major. Miss Johnson and her
Another state-trooper flanked ed of a state labor leader, an
Dorothy Lewis, W. H. Johnson. Rev. Frank Gordon, Chatof Tennessee. On front row, from left, are Mrs. Marie Arkmother will visit other major cities in Europe after joining
tanooga, president of the Tennessee State Conference of march was planned, and a attorney and a state senator
lin, Chattanooga; Kenneth Cox, president of the Intercol10 of the students classmates in Paris. Mrs. Jonhson, wife
NAACP branches; and Miss Bobbie Hall, Winchester. On motorcade Was also planned to worked in vain to halt demonlegiate chapter of the NAACP; Mrs. Maxine A. Smith. eve
the
parish
(county) seat of strations and reach settlement.
of Dr. H. H. Johnson, plans to remain in Europe for a month.
hack row, from left, are Earl Standback, Cranford Scott,
Franklinton
cutive secretary of the Memphis branch; Miss Carla Allen
as
part
of
a voter McKcithen would make no
Miss Johnson is a student at New York University and is
George Holloway and Mrs. Lorene Thomas. (Withers Photo)
, registration drive in that city, comment on the
spending her junior seat ahioad. (Withers Photo)
meeting
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Mrs. Crenshaw Explains Why
She Quit Job At Dixie Homes

Gang Attacks Boy,
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who Fox' replacement could be Edsalon owner); Nat Love
of the most successful mug- partment records indicate that
of the many ward Williams of Memphis who
one
be
to
claimed
and
well and
tanners (one who captured "their desertion rate,
Dicks;" Thornt has been performing
'"Deadwood
wild mustangs) in the Ameri- court-martial rate were lower"
employ- quietly first began his caieer
his
helped
who
to
Riggs,
innocent
pleaded
has
dren,
they
CLEVELAND, Ohio — (UPI)
Brow in the Office of Protocol . .
can wild West was Bob Lem- than white troops and
er become a millionaire;
— Eight jurors were Tele2ted in beating Miss Brenda Ayres, 18,
mon, a Negro cowboy who cap- were "superior" in general
Laramie; Mary Robert Kitchen, Director of
of
out
Sam
co
of
trial
battery
and
the assault
at an east side motel room June
International Training at All)
tured mustangs by "making physical fitness.
Fields who ran the stage coach
• • •
Cleveland Browns fullback Jim
the mustangs think I was one
20.
the 1880's; soon begins a 9-month Senior
in
route
mail
and
Brown.
Chapter 3 reveals that the
Foreign policy; ti*
of them?"
Perry, "One Horse Char. Seminar in
Pgreement on a panel of 12 The teen-ager, who quit high
• • •
n
9th Cavalry fought in Texas, Jim
John- seminar is the most adva,
Sam
Pickett,
Bill
ley,"
was not expected to be reach- school after meeting the grid
In a fascinating book called New Mexico, Ksnsas, Okla.,
who fol- training program offered b
McJunkin
George
ed before Tuesday in the court- ace in May, said he had given
son,
state
"The Negro Cowboy," Philip Neb., Utah, Mont., (a
gov't.; another major honroom of Municipal Judge her about $200 for gifts for herlowing his habit of collecting our
Durham and Everett L. Jones, hat did little to encourage
major ar- or to an already illustrious caself and her family since she
a
made
Blanche Krupansky.
heads
arrow
live
two University of California many black citizens to
reer, he is married to the forBrown, father of three chil- met him at a friend's home.
cheological discovery!
professors tell the stories of here) and Ariz. Negro troop"20th mer Mrs. Roi Ottley.
a
McJunkin
George
the black man who made ma- era fought against Comanches, century cowboy," and bronc Harold Keith, ex-Pittsburgh
jor contributions to the Amer'. Apaches, and Sioux; against buster found the flint and otb- Courier newsman top public
Starts Sat. JULY 17
warriors
officer at AID in Chicacan West in the same way— Crazy Horse and his
er "debris" in Dead Horse affairs
three-week stint
no different just the same as and captured Geronin o.
taking the discovery to go back from a
Gulch;
The Indians called the Negro
the white cowboy did.
Mexico's Dr. J. D. Fig- in Kenya says he knows why
New
It is a story that begins in troopers "the buffalo" because
want to leave:
gins, it was discovered the "de. the British don't
Texas, for this is the state that their hair was similar to the
WANTON
By ROSEMARIE TYLER 111100hS
been left by an ice the people and the climate is
had
bris"
produced most of the 5,0110 Ne- curly quality of the animal,
WOMEN
great; far from hot like West
Age hunting party.
Washington Correspondent
gro cowboys of the West and while the whites called then
Africa . .
Early American history was and Equatorial
ends with the herd in at trails "the brunettes."
back 100 centuries — James Kemp, Chicago labor
rolled
end: the Western, the Good- Seldom heard of, but 2nd U.
from NAthanks to Cowboy McJunkin. biggie just returned
night.Loving, and the Chisholm, Henry Flipper was the first Neconfab in Denver; new
Wes. As Durham and Jones point ACP
former Maida Springer
Many of the Negro cowboys gro to graduate from
'out, once the American cow- wife the
DID YOU KNOW that the his record was unbroken until
e
were slaves brought to the point.
hero, and did business stops in D.C. and
folk
a
became
boy
4111111:31
:
first running of the Kentucky Earl Sande broke the record Southwest by poor masters
• • •
aceegrion American N.Y. in the meantime arriving
piN
pfrt/gIrl! CLAIRE.professienfl
SUSIE ..Dfloif tar*
JANET
Derby —at Churchill Downs in 40 years after 1891?
who sought to make great cat- When Messrs Goodnight and whiasstorgyiv,enthae
back in "Chi" in time to gree
•
•
•
1875—was won by a Negro joctietle fortunes after the Civil War; Loving founded a major cattle place in the "wild West;" he Jim . . .
r
t
•
key; Jockey Lewis; that of the DID YOU KNOW that one of some were freed to roam the trail,
were accompanied was no different from any oth- Mrs. Beverly Carter a
tn
they
14 horses entered 13 of them America's most famous "bad- West and others—some 200,000
and true" Negro er white or Mexican cowboy; family planning to meet USIA
"tried
a
by
were ridden by Negro jockies; men" was a handsome hair —escaped over the Mexican
Bose Ikard; just he WAS THERE PLAYING A hubby in Kenya in August .
one
cowhand
that Negroes won 11 such ra- Negro and half-Indian called border to freedom.
the most notorious SIGNIFICANT PART.
of
one
as
ces from the outset until 1902? Cherokee Bill who managed to
It is a little amusing to find con men and cattle thieves of Durham and Jones have writ•
•
murder
women,
"fascinate
that the "slave" cowboy on the the West was Ben Hodges who ten 219 well documented pages
DID YOU KNOW that Isaac countless men for fun and pro- ranch was protected from dan- lived through Earp-Masterson (be sure to read the notes in
Murphy, one of America's fin- fit, and died on the gallows on- gerous bronc busting for "he days to be buried with other the appendix) on the "Negro
est riders won three races, ly a month after his 20th birth- is worth something," while the Dodge City heroes in 1929 in a Cowboy."
1884, 1890, and 1891 and that day?" He rode into Oklahoma white free cowboy risk life and place of honor "where they It is must reading!
Territory just 10 years after limb.
the heroes) could keep an eye MAJOR MEMOS: Mrs. Ruth
the death of Billy the Kid, who
• • •
Daily Brooks, sister-in-law of
on him."
in real life was a non descript,
Professors Durham a n d Once when Ben was caught Judge Wade McCree a long.
vacant
bucktoothed,
popeyed,
Phi.
New liquid ORA-JEL safely ends teethJones tell equally absorbing for cattle thievery, he was his time office staffer for Sen
Ins pain. Just apply, pain "flies away." staring youth, wearing expenstories about the role of the own lawyer and won an acquit- lip A. Hart (D., Mich) now
Recommended by many
bridle
silver
a
clothes,
sive
pediatricians, works fast...
cavalrymen who fought tal. Ducky for him, the stolen working tor the 0E0's "head. TALLADEGA, Ala. — Gifts
results guaranteed or
ADULTS ONLY!
with long wavy hair falling to Negro
money back.Also vailable
all over the West beginning cattle were driven home by a start:" next stop could be of a 16-unit electronics compushoulders?
his
w
In jell.
with a congressional act in storm from Ben's hiding place, State Dept. . . Atty.-Gen. Ed• ter system valued at over $50,.
• f •
ward Brooke, who will seek to 000, and another $50,000
Plus second hit "COMMON LAW WIFE"
1866 to establish 2 infantry but after his acquittal!
DID YOU KNOW THAT one regiments and 2 calvary regiThe names of Negro cow- be the first Negro in the U.S. towards its operations were
book announced by Dr. Herman H.
ments.
boys, woh managed to be fore- Senate is working on a
his life and political philo- Long, president of Talladega
In the words of both General men, hands, cooks, mustang- of
could he called "Out- College.
Miles and Merritt, the Negro ers, gunsmen for hire are le- sophy;
side the Ghetto" ... Chet Car- The computer system, knoll",
troops were "obedient, intelli- gion: Jim Beckworth, George
ter, top brother in the Office tradewise as Burroughs
gent, and zealous." War De- Glenn, Bob Leavitt (a Montana
of Protocol at State Dept. now 205, is a gift of the Honeywell
vacationing in California from Corporation's data processing
whence he came to join the division of Wellesley, Mass.
will provide Talladega
"new frontier".
RICHARD K. FOX, a top 'the most complete compu
personnel man at State prepar- system of any small colleg
ing for an August departure to Dr. Long said. The machin
rates
high
of
tired
If you are clean and
Madrid where he will be an will occupy some 2,000 aqua
Hall,
administrative officer; big ru- feet in the new Sumner
If you have lost your license
in
mor is that he will take his scheduled to be completed
If you are about to louse your license
white secretary with him ... September.

Jim Brown's Trial Begins
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Ala. College
Gets $100,000
For Computer

TEETHING PAIN
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AUTO LIABILITY - COLLISION
FIRE And HOSPITAL INSURANCE
If you need an SR -22 filing at once
If you have under age 25 problems
If you need free help, advice, quick
and efficient service, call Now!!
948-7775 or 948-7776

CALLING
ALL

ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE CO.
Memphis, Tenn.
988 Miss Blvd.

No matter how
much you spend
on hair dressings...

DO YOU GET
THE HAIR CONTROL
YOU REALLY WANT?
Are you paying more for your hair dressing and getting
less holding control? Look to Royal Crown ... the soft
hair dressing that's just right for your hair. Never
too light, never too heavy. Royal Crown with special oils
beneficial to your hair and scalp gives you conditioning
and hair control for that soft, natural look. So, if you're
looking for a hair dressing to softly control your hair, do
as millions of others do—buy Royal Crown Hair Dressing.

*r/IL6-*Igtr
HAIR CONTROL
FOR MEN, BOYS!

BERGAMOT CARE
FOR SCALP, HAIR!

Father and son favorite
tames even the most
difficult to manage hair.
Use it regularly to keep
your hair under control
and well groomed.

Special light textured
Bergamot Hair Dressing
conditions your hair
and scalp. Leaves hair
healthy, soft and lustrous.
Contains S-7 for
dandruff control!

FOR MEN WHO CAN'T
SHAVE WITH A RAZOR!

LEAVES FACE COOL
AND REFRESHED!

New shaving powder
removes beard without a
razor, leaves face and
neck smooth. Regular use
does away with razor
bumps! Pleasantly
scented! No strong odors!

Provides oil and
moisture to your skin.
Use daily to keep face
smooth and groomed,
help condition skin!

IT'S
PICNIC
E
TIM
4000000(
Tempting
Natural
Taste
KING
COTTON

FRANKFURTERS
Mode in the U.S.

Grooming
ROYAL CROWN America's Most Famous Name In Good

Government

inspected Kitchens of

NAT BURING PACKING COMPANY

NEWSBOYS

IL

•/
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
— •—

Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8391 Now!
236 So. Wellington St. A
f

5

CARNATION
COOKING HINTS
NOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF

ROSAllt
SCOTT
I

---

Keep cool during hot summer days. Serve full•of-fruIt
Tropical Tempter! It's cool...refreshing...and light
because it's made with new Velvetized Carnation
Evaporated Milk. Try it soon and see!

TROPICAL TEMPTER
(Makes 8 to 10 servings)
1 package(3 ounces)
1 cup chopped avocado
lemon-flavored indaHn % cup
chopped walnuts
1 cup hot water
1/3 cup (small can) undiluted
11/2 cup green seedless
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILIC,14
grape halves
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1/2 cup sliced banana
Drained pineapple tidbits
Dissolve gelatin in hot water. Chill to consistency of unbeaten
egg white. Add fruit and walnuts.
Chill Carnation in refrigerator tray until eoft ice crystals form around
edges of tray
(10-15 mintues). Whip until stiff (I minute). Add
lemon juice
and continue whipping until very atilt (1
minute longer). Fold
whipped Carnation Into gelatin mixture. Spoon into
5%-cup
ring mold. Chill until firm (about 2 hours). Unmold on
lettuctak
leaves.Garnish center with pineapple tidbit& Serve Inunediately111.
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Study Shows Breakfast Improves Grant Pupils

Telephone Executives
Receive Promotions

By DEBORAH A. THOMAS academic achievement at Grant
The Board of Education pro- th. day with a good sound
Full stomachs helped to in Elementary School during the vided federal subsidies as aid tritional meal and because of
crease students' attendance and past school year, according to in feeding the children. These this, their gains were outstandFrank J. Lewis, principal of commodities consisted of whole ing. They were mo'e alert,
the school. This was due to o wheat cereal, butter, cheese, cooperative and haspy. Their
pilot program under the direc- fresh milk and citrus juices. attendance records improved
tion of Mr. Lewis, known as Because these commodities over the previous year,. and it
the Better Breakfast Program. did not include fresh eggs, fresh was reported that some did not Ben S. Gilmer, president of Ile will assume his new duties
Southern Bell Telephone com- on August 1 with headquarters
The principal and teachers of bread, jelly, dried cereal and miss a day.
the school started the program fresh fruit, the Grant School's Although the progress in pany since January, 1957, has in New York City,
with the idea that if it could Parent-Teacher Association or- stuites was slow, many stu- been elected executive Vice Frank M. Malone of Atlanta,
be started in the school for chil- ganized "The Better Breakfast dents, though not on the grade President of the American Tele- vice president of operations for
dren
f rom
disadvantaged Boosters Club."
level that they should be on, phone and Telegraph Company. five of the nine states served
homes, who continually come The club membership includ- made gains over the last year.
by Southern Bell, has been
to school without breakfast, the ei individuals, organizations, in- Some were a month of two off
elected by Southern Bell's
academic achievement, social stilutions, and firms. Any per- their supposed grade level.
board of directors to succeed
behavior and the attendance of son, organization, institution or Must students did satisfactory
Mr. Gilmer as president, efsuch children would be im- firm, contributing .ime, money, work for promotion. The stufective August 1.
proved.
news-space, radio space, food dents that failed were those that
During the eight and one-half
After the program was ap- items, are considered as Break- scored below the grade level
years Mr. Gilmer has served management
positions. He has
in Your Nina
proved by the central office of fast Boosters.
on the Metropolitan Achieveas Southern Bell's President, been responsible
the Board of Education, the These children who came ment Test.
for company
the firm has experienced its operations
Stories To The
children were carefully screened I om disadvantaged homes in It can be noted that the sucin Alabama, Kenperiod of greatest growth and tucky, Louisiana,
by the homeroom teachers and th" Grant School area, were cess of this pilot 7rogram
Mississippi
'change. Southern Bell served
the principal. When the selec- given an opportunity to start in the good school and comrnu
Tennessee since 1957.
350,000 telephones in the ninetions had been made, conferA
native
Florence,
of
Alanity relationship. Buth parents
state area in 1957 when Mr.
ences were held with the parMr. Malone began his career
sod teachers workect well toGilmer
became
president
Toents. These were followed by
with Southern Bell in 1928. Ile
gether.
day, the number of telephones became district manager in Athome visits and .he filing of
Now, with the nuiriti.,nal probincreased
9,161,000,
has
to
about
applications.
lanta in 1943 and Alabama
lem under control, Principal
41136 South Wellington
1,193,000 in Tennessee.
Manager in 1945.
PERMISSION
Lewis, and the teachers of Grant
EXPERIENCED MAN
Post Office Box 311
Mr. Malone served as assisThe primary purpose for the
School, will begin a project to
Mr. Malone will become pres- taut vice president of A. T. &
filing of these applications was
provide
adaquate
clothing
for
We will be happy to
ident of Southern Bell after ser- 1'. before being elected vice
Co verify the parents' permission
needy students.
vine in a number of important president in charge of public refor the pupil to participate in
it for you
the program.
"Free" Of Any
• The highest membership for
Dr. Earnest A. Smith, presicharges.
the program was 114 with the dent of Rust College, was the
largest percentage of the pu- main speaker for the launching
pils who took part in the pro- of a voter - registration drive in
gram coming from the lower Marshall County, Miss., on
elementary grades.
Tuesday night of this week. It
It was reported that most of was held in Asbury Methodist
Usher Board, DeaconeeS•
of the children enjoyed their Church.
Mother of Church,
breakfast, though some seemed
Nurs•s, M:asionory,
The college president from
to take pleasure in refusing to Holly Springs discussed the imProw Band
eat "this kind" or "that kind' portance and implications of
Nylon, Dacron, Cotton,
of food. These habits were the Negroes becoming more inPoplin, Sizes 3 to 32
Long,Short and /
3
4 Sleeve* result of poor training at home volved in the political structure
Because the children had of Mississippi.
BADGES FOR USHERS
ANA ORGANIZATIONS
formed poor eating habits and
The registration campaign is
table manners this afforded designed to familiarize local
Lowest Prices AvoilabI4
the teachers the opportunity to Negroes with a recent Federal
WRITE FOR FREE DMA #7
teach them the importance of Court order on registration and
01 H St., NA.
65 Whitehall St., LW. drinking their milk, eating their the recent bill on registration
Singfion 0, O.C.
Atlanta 3, Georgia
food, and executing good table passed by the alississtmi legis-1
manners.
iature.

I

ll Au Churches
Clubs

•

Birthday Parties
Weddings
•
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mail

Tri-State
Defender

publish

lay

Rust President
Leading Out In
Vote Registration

lotions for Southern Bell in
1951. Ile became vice president
— personnel in 1954 and was
elected operating vice president in 1957.
Active in many civic and
other organizations in Atlanta.
Mr. Malone is currently chairman, Board of Trustees, At-Uinta United Appeal and is
vice chairman of the Metropolitan Chapter, American Red
Cross. lie is a former director
of the Atlanta Chamber of Commerce and the Atlanta Safety
Council, a former president of
Junior Achievement in Florida
and past director and vice president of the Atlanta Rotary
Club.
Mr. Malone is a director of
the Mu
ance
federal
elation.
SO, SO SOFT
The clothes for the coming
season are soft looking, so are
the handbags to go with them.
The National Shoe Retailer
Association reports the softnesi
trend, shown in quilting, shir•
ring and dressmaker detailing.
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SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
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Go ahead.
Phone then.
In less than a minute from now,
you ca'n trade news.
And make sure the booties arrived.
° And hear what the bay cic tocay.
t After a I,
what's Long Distance for,
if it isn't to keep you
close to those you ove?
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LmAidail ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS
ONLY FRIGIDAIRE
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11 5 TEARS ON RATED C001.11111
CAPACITY
If at any time within 5 years atter
date of delivery to the original
purchaser, this Frigidaire Room
kr Conditioner while in proper
Operating condition fails to deliver its rated capacity, under the
conditions and within the tolerances prescribed by NEMA'
Standard TN 1-1964. the Frigidaire Division of Central Motors
Corporation will replace this
Room Air Conditioner with a cur.
rent model of SV116 rated capacity at nn test to the owner
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(What else that costs so little gives you such a lift?)

Of User.

113 5 YEARS ON REFAICERATINO
SYSTEM
Frigidaire warrants the refrigerating mechanism of this Room Air
Conditioner for 5 years tor repair
of any defect.

TAKE IT HOME...INSTALL IT YOURSELF!
SJIJECT TO LOCAL ILECTRIC CODS

I FULL TEAR
El PARTS

BTU/hr (NEMA) CAPACITY
Adjustable 4-way air flow-256 combinations

tKetUfecturert. Anw.
oylca,kla
r Eolfetstr
•Pli
paUi.

Washable filter traps dirt, dust and pollen

don't have

to worry
You
when it's made by

Operates on 115 volts, 7/
1
2 amps.
Installs in minutes—no special tools

ON ALL onitt

Frigidaire warrants this Room Air
Conditioner for one year tor re.

needed

• 8000 13111/hr (NEMA)capacity
• Floating Suspension
hushes vibration noise
• Washable foamed plastic filter
• Install it yourseif In minutes

• Big 11,300 BTU/hr (NEffiA)apace
• Operates on 115 volts, 12 amps.
• Magnetic front panel
lifts off for access to filter
• Efficient 4-way sir distribution

NO MONEY DOWN
NO PAYMENT
'TIL APRIL '66

NO MONEY DOWN
NO PAYMENT
'TIL APRIL '66

WHY WORRY? LET US ti• 'flier ilectrIsel WIrloq Properly, WWI Your Ala CONDITIONIR, Sell Yes the Proper Alit CONDITIONS
Yee Notool--sid Cembin• All ise Omo fasy-to•Pay Contract. Ask Abe.. Iloaranfeed Rated Cepesityt

E

Both Stores Open 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. Daily
uted
ATED MILK'
•
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n in refrig•
gee of tray
lemon juice
nger). Fold
to 5%-cup
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8.CME YOUTH AT MT. OLIVE — More than 400 young people were present July 5-9 for the CME District l'outh Conference held at Mt. Olive CME Cathedral which was sponsored First Episcopal District Board of Christian Education of the church, and here delegates are shown standing

Our
participants of high school
eluded an oratorical contest with
concluded on Friday
was
meeting
The
ages.
college
and
with Bishop B
morning during holy communion services
I-ightfoot was host minJulian Smith presiding. Rev. T. C.
ister. (Withers Photo)

......he Concern for
cern With Problems in Race Relations;"
Christian Unity," and "The Christian Concern for Technol•
ogy and Livelihood." and "The Christian Concern for Peace
With Justice and Freedom." Thursday night's activities in.

in front of the church at Linden and Lauderdale streets.
On front row are ministers and instructors who led out in
the meeting on the theme: "Reconcilation, a Mission of the
Christian Church. Discussions included The Christian Con-

1

district.
Marie Jones. Misses Donnie North Memphis
Mrs. Mattie Joe Harris and
Marva and Marie Todd also
Mrs. Mamie Lee Ward are youth
added to the program.
advisors, Rev. J. D. Ingram,
es Amelia Smith, They Avoids, elle Brown.
Among the many visitors at
of the church, and Mrs.
Barbara Moore, Mrs. Erciei Presiding at the program was,
the program was Rev. DewitC pastor
Jenkins, Samuel Herring, Jr ,I Miss Ernestine Brazzle, who
Gill, reporter.
B.
M.
the
of
elder
presiding
Marvin Preyer, and Miss Loy-' was introduced by Miss Galia l Alcorn,

Greenleaf CME Youth Observe Annual Day

:,
F "i1 i
i
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The young people of Green- Creator in the days of thy
leaf CME Church of Woodstock, youth, while the evil days come
Tenn., observed annual Youth not. and the years draw night."
The minister urged the young
Day an Sunday. June 27, and
the guest speaker for the after- people to keep Christ in their
noon program was Rev. R. T. lives in order to demand attack
Fouse. pastor of Collins Chapel. the many needs and opportu
CME Church at Covington,' nities in today's world.
MUSICAL GROUPS
Tenn.
Musical selections were ren-.
Rev. Fouse was introduced to
the audience by Willard Brown. deed by youth choirs of
a member of St. James CME Mt. Sinai Baptist, Mt. Pisgah
Methodist. St.
Church. Nli:lington.
. AME, Friendship
.
The theme Keep (hirst in James and Collins Chapel CME
•
Your Life." was developed by choirs.
"The Beauty of Creation" was
Rev . Fouse as he dared
the central idea for devotion
theyou
to ''remember now thy
and meditation led by Misses
Silvia Ward. Brenda Harris
and Lynda Wilson. Miss Sylvia
Jean Smith was the leading soloist in "How Great Thou Art."
Other participants were Misso

-

By REV. C. J. GASTON
VERSE OF THE WEEK
"CASTING ALL YOUR CARE UPON HIM, FOR HE CARETH
FOR YOU" (I Peter 57)
"HE CARETH." He, whose love is as great as His power.
and knows neither measure nor end. He careth. Precious
word. in which all the tenderness of the most devoted mother.
and all the skill of the most expert physician, all the attention
of the most accomplished nurse are compressed. and all according to the perfection of deity. He careth for you: For
you, as though in all the worlds He sustains, you were His
special and peculiar charge — as indeed you are.
MINISTERS PRAY
Many of the pastors and other ministers of our city are
meeting together each Saturday at noon to offer special pray,:
for Divine guidance in such times as we are now experiencing.
For this month the meeting is being held at the Burning
Bush Baptist church, 219 Dunlap Street. Reverend J. W. Powell
pastor.
The chairman. Doctor H. H. Harper is inviting all ministers
to attend these meetings.
igvr-0
. —
iean
TU.S InD
erC
ineA.
WASHING
CONGRESS RELECTS HAMBLIN
en the equality of work opRegular
Tennessee
the
of
session
The seventeenth annual
portunity,
Baptist Sunday School and Baptist Training Union Congress will demonstrate once again his
East
491
chucrh,
Baptist
skills and talents:, Under Sewas held recently at the Pilgrim Rest
cretary of Labor John F. HenMcLemore Street, Rev. C. M. Lee, pastor.
Many delegates from all (o'er West Tennessee attended ning told an Urban League
rights conference at Ho' A color iiim on the life of Jethis congress. The highlight of the meeting Was the address of civil
ward University.
sus will be presented at the
Dr. L. A. Hamblin. president of the congress. He spoke on-,
"The American Negro %s. East Trigg Baptist church on
the subject "Christian Education And The Image Of The
buildthe
for
mainly responsible
y night, July 16, at 8 P.M.,
rida
Church in the Redeeming Community."F
a A
of ing of the Old South. In fact,
ton. the public is invited.
Doctor HambIM was reelected president. Other officers
prior
artisan,
Negro
the
Among the scenes viewers
the congress are Rev. C. J. Gaston, vice president at large 1865
dominated the skilled'
witness in the life of Jovice "
Rev. A. E. Freeman. A. L. Saddler and Leon Brookins
sus will be the talk with the
NC Lee
presidents: Mrs. Mildred P. Davis. secretary; Rev. C.
scholars in the synagogue, a
Bess. said.
dean; Rev. S. H. Champion, associate dean; Rev. B. L.
the
also said that the repeal visit with John the Baptist,
He
of
board
the
of
chairman
Jones.
V.
E.
Rev.
treasurer, and
a paralytic, and
bi of the Taft• healing of
II
Section
of
adminir.tration.
other memorable events.
Hartley Act would mean "new The church is located at 1189
the Negro E. Trigg Ave. Adults will be
f
... "
"
lire and libel.
as well as white workers of asked to contribute a .dollar,
be expected
studio southern States, and that the while children will
ALLENDALE, S.C. — (UPI) at a carnival-type picture
cents.
Allendale's Negro union shop was essential to the to give at least 25
in
rated
or
law
state
and
troopers
State
—
Mrs. Corinne Elrod is in
enforcement agents patrolled community.
Negro worker of the South in charge of the program.
Oswald
H.
Forrester said J.
the hometown of Gov. Robert E.
meanRev. W. Herbert Brewster is
was be_ his struggle to obtain
McNair in the aftermath of a a white textile worker,
of the church.
pastor
freedom,
jail
ingful
undisclosed
an
shooting that aroused the tie- ing held in
in connection with the incident
gro community.
drove
Sheriff G. C. Forrester said' The sheriff said Oswald
the studio,
*end*. Oa
the town had been calm, but a pickup truck up to
sidewalk, and
horn' didiverad
most of the 25 troopers and 12 set up to the
James
mitt
agents were expected to remain started tiring a shotgun.
and
was killed
ait,
mers.
as
51
overnight.
Brad.
Negroes began gathering ml- another Negro. Escurry
each time you buy 2 half-ganons et
white'
lowing the slaying of a Negro ey, and Ronald Cox, the
studio, were
rii the wounding of a white operator of the
II
man and a Negro in a shooting woanded.

SAVE
YOUR
T.V. BINGO
CARDS

Feels Negro
Will Excel
With Chance Color Film To
Be Shown At
Church Friday.

Guard S.C. City After Shooting

SAVE
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•
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
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• CAR WASH $

•
•
•
•

•

Sat. or Soo. $1.25
Sot. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Son. Open Aid to 2 P.M.

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday •

-„,„,sm!

AT YOUR FOOD STORt

•

3,1%- 1 CART HOME SAVINGS!

•
•
•

0 BY BUS

▪•
•

II SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
a
3100 Summer at Baltic
•
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BANK TELLER TRAINEES
CASHIERS-CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS
TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES

Grand Prize Drawing to be held
August 23rd WHBQ T.V., Channel 13

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE

FREE PLACEMENT
AIR CONDITIONED

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE
527-5508

SUITE 876

•7

MIDWEST MILK

TAILORS

CUSTOM

1/4 MILLION
QUALITY STAMPS

•

To be given away.

To be eligible:
each week's Bingo,
turn in old cards with name
address on back to Big Star.

BHS
INC.

248 Vance Ave.

JA

7-9320

Morophis, Ton ssssss
"YOUR Company Maker Whet Yoe Ask Fit Act,
Creoles Whet You Thick or

•

One of the hallmarks of an proximately
14,000
trainees Ministry of Economic Alfairs months: training in the diffe
advanced country is its conta- from the developing countries of Lower Saxony in Ilanover as1 MB factories. Rounding out th
gious power to set in motion In Germany.
well as by the Carl Duisberg:training phase is a final exam
the concern of its private and Most of these people are so- Society.
nation. If the t.ainee is succes:
government-related industries, called free trainees who do not In order to realize the best'tut in the examination, he ri
as well as private industry, for receive official support and possible results from the train- ccives a diploma.
the welfare of less advantaged who pay for their own train- ing program, there must be a
During their
stay in Gei
peoples.
ing and living expenses. llow- close contact between business, many, the stodents are undr
The Republic of West Ger- ever, there are 3.000 trainees and training For ekample, In the care of the Carl Duisber
many has embarked on a pro- who are supported by the goy- Togo a niachine factory is to,Society, which represents lb
gram of training young peoples ernment. and who receive fix- be built with West German'German Foreign Office. Fount
of newly emerging nations of ed monthly allowances.
capital aid. Trainees from Togo ed after World War IL the Si
Africa in skills necessary to The on the-job students are go to Germany for
instruction defy has 140 branches will
help them meet the demands selected jointly by the nation- as mechanical
engineers and 2500 honorary members. I
of the Automation Age.
al government and West Ger- return afterwards to work in addition to arranging Germa
West Germany, realizing the man officials in their countries. the
factory which will be com- language courses, It helps t
need to advance the status of "These yourg people are very pleted then.
meet the educational demand
worl..ers in new nations, has' keen to learn and are often Before
training, the young of the young foreigners.
embarked on an ambitious pro- giving up their spare time by people have
to attend a four.
gram of training young people attending courses to
gals as month course to learn German. Know Your Negro History
In modern ways, skills, and much knowledge as possible," Only upon
successful comple- Congress in 1790 limited oat
techniques. There are now ap- reports a spokesman of the tion do they
begin their 18 uralization to white aliens.

high school
on Friday
Bishop 13.
host min•

trict.
Harris and
ard are youth
D. Ingram,
eh, and Mrs.
r.

TRIM tir LIFE YOUTH — The young people of Tree of
Life Baptist church celebrated annual Youth Day recently,
and the speaker for the morning service was the pastor,
Rev. I. Rowser. Speaking at the afternoon service was Rev.

James Price. Seen in the photograph here are young people and adults who help make the observance a successful
one. (Henry Ford Photo)

18 Memphians Attend
Congress In Florida
Eighteen Memphian, along Mrs. M. S. Draper, state presiMr. and Mrs. Walter L. Sher- iof Memphis and Luke Murrell
with delegates from thirteen dent, Mrs. 0. C. Suttles, state
man of 1550 Riverside Dr., an- of Farmingdale, N.J., and of
other states, gathered in Mi- secretary, and Mrs. Christine
ami, Florida for the 39th An- D. Hill who was house guest of nounced this week the engage- Mrs. James F. Taylor of Memnual Session of the National Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Young, ment of their daughter. Miss phis and the late Mrs. James
Congress of Parents and Teach- both instructors in the city sys- Carolyn Yvonne Sherman, to A. Sherman.
ers June 19-23.
tem of Miami.
Mr. Owens is the grandson of
John Wesley Owens, son of Mr.
The National president, Mrs. Also Mesdames present were and Mrs. Charles Owens of At- Mr. and Mrs. Perry White of
Minnie J. Hitch, opened the Margurite Turner, Bernice Bal- lanta.
Atlanta and the late Mrs. Elizameeting Sunday evening by lay- lard, Annie Boyd, Cleo Draper,
The wedding will be 'sol- beth White, ant of Mrs. Pauline
ing a wreath at the Kennedy Edna Webb, Verlerie Fifer,
emnized on Monday, August 2, Owens of Roxbury, Mass., and
Torch of Friendship in memory Gloria Branscomb, Lela Mcat the Mississippi Blvd. Chris- the late
Mr. Charlie Owens.
of the late president John F. Cellan, J. S. Edwards, Edna
tion Church.
Kennedy. Tribute was also paid Warren, Addie Sherrod, Debris
He is a graduate of Turner
Theb
ride-elect
was graduto the deceased members of the Brack, G. M. Bumpus, Tarlease
High School in Atlanta, and atMatthews, Dorothy Simmons ated from Carver High School
organization.
and
is
a
student
at
Tennessee tended Tennessee A & I State
who
stayed
at
the
Biscayne
under
the leaderTennessee,
A & I State University. She is University in Nashville, where
ship of Mrs. M. S. Draper, re- Terrace, Alcarzar and McAllis- presently attending
Memphis he was a member of Phi Mu
ceived awards for their work ter Hotels.
Alpha fraternity.
State University.
doing the past year, namely:
Many sights were visited in
Mr. Owens is presently in the
Miss Sherman is the grandFounders Day, Display and Miami and Miami Beach and
daughter of Mrs. Jennie Weir U.S. Army.
delegates met delegates for the
Publications.
Attending the session

were Baptist World Alliance.
The next meeting will be held
in Memphis, in June 1966.

Big capacity round porcelain tub,
cif?, large wringer rolls, I firm, I
Nesible, adiJst to all fabrics. Sediment trap captures dirt, powerful
igitator action.

98

Big capacity round porcelain tub,
etfra hrge wringer roll, I firm, I
flcxible, adjust to all fabrics. Sediment trap captures dirt, powerful
agitator action.

Maytag'i Halo of Heat surrcands
c:othes with gentle even heat, ending hot spots. Big capacity porcelain coated drum won't snag, zinc
costed cabinet protected against
rust.

138

Model NX

We carry complete lire of GENUINE MAYTAG FARTS
For Any Maytag Washer or Dryer Up to 40 Years Old

6 great washers...with different features but
all with the same famous Maytag dependability

WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
President Johnson Thu,sday announced the resignation of Gen.
Maxwell D. Taylor as U. S. AmPLANS MEMORIAL CON- basaador to Sruth Viet Nam and
CERTS — !nibs Irene Thomp- the appointment of Republican
son, well-known lyric soprano, Henry Cal ot Lodge as his rewho has been heard in concerts placement.
all along the Eastern Seaboard,
Loge was ambassador to Saiis planning a series of memori- gon until a year ago when he
al concerts in honor of her late quit and was replaced by Taygrandfather, Rev. Goodall, who lor, then was chairman of the
pastored churches in German- Joint ChieL of Staff. The 63town, Pa., Savannah, Ga., Ten- year,old Lodge returnee lu me to
nessee and Texas. Proceeds aid PennsyWania Gov. William
from the concerts will be used W. Scranton's futile battle to
to furnish and provide linen for wrest the GOP Preside/gial nomthe Mt. Morris hospital in New ination from Barry M. GoldYork City.
water.
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A delightful time of the year. Enioy Nature at her best...
filled with promise. Just as

1,..1,tag dependability. lei
Ins-budget price. large Shad
capacity. Clothes•brig.htening
gyiefoam washing action.

sou in small.budp,e1 class. h
wash cycles. 2 speeds for all
fabrics. Cold water wash. Porcelain enamel top and lid.

Special soak cycle for heas,iv
soiled clothes. fabric softener
oispenser. Lint filter agitator.
. Water level control.

Loaded will' work-saving
extras at modest price. 2
speeds. New soak cycle Fabric
softener dispenser. Metered
f;11.

Custom features Pre wash and
soak cycle with automatic
advance into regular wasning
cycle Automatic bleach dispenser.

Ultimate in washing ease.
Push the button in this automated Maytag that matches
he load, and the washer does
the rest automatically. New
softener dispenser and automatic bleach dispenser.

promises you finest selection, top value Used Cars. The
price will make it easy. Terms too. See today!
$345
'56 DODGE
4-dr. sedan, auto, trans., radio, hewer, pow•r steering,
fact. air, perfect mechanical condition.
'61 VALIANT V.200
Station wagon, auto. trans., radio, heater.
5S5S
'62 PLYMOUTH
Station wagon, V-8, auto. trans., radio, heater, fact. or.
'61 FALCON
4-dr. sedan, auto. trans., radio, heater, air cond.
'60 DODGE
6-cyl., std. trans., radio, heater, perfect condition.
$2495
'64 PLYMOUTH
Sport Fury convertible, V-8, auto. trans., radio, heater,
.factory warranty.
power steering, new whitewalls. Still in
41095
'62 FORD
Fairlane, V•8, standard shift, radio and heater.
$1195
'58 VOLKSWAGEN CAMPER
$1695
.'63 DODGE
440 2-dr. hardtop, auto. trans., radio, heater, power steering. Solid red inside and out.
$1195
'62 PLYMOUTH
4-dr. station wagon, 6 cyl., auto. trans., radio, heater.
$1095
'62 DODGE
Lancer GT 2-dr. hardtop, auto, trans., radio, heater, w.w.
tires, 225 engine, like new.
$995
'62 DODGE
Automatic transmission, R&H, 6-cylinder, whitewall tires.
$2195
64 FORD
Custom 500, 4-dr. sedan, V-8, auto, trans., radio, heater,
air cond.
'61 VOLKSWAGEN VAN
P.•(ect mechanical condition.

Starts as low as 99,8A
A selected group of shoes in fine calfskini
right for business or dress ... Not ali sizes
or widths—Black, Brown. Wingtipe--411p-
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SERVING 1,900,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA

Negro Teachers
Eleven Southern states still
maintain separate Negro and
white NEA teacher associations.
At its convention last year in
Seattle, the NEA Representative
Assembly gave these states until July 1, 1966, to present plans
for complete integration on penalty of action by the NEA executive committee, including
possible ouster.
The $1 million fund for Negro
teachers displaced as Negro
children move into desegregated
schools will be used for a variety
of services. Some of the money
would be used for the defense of
the Negro teachers in court
cases against their districts, for
the establishment of centers to
get other jobs, if they so desire, and for advanced college
work for those who may not
have enough academic training.
The fund was approved by the
NEA board of directors, and
does not need the approval of the
7,000 delegates to this convention.
The NEA has also asked the
U. S. Office of Education for a
$200,000 grant to open centers
to assist both Negroes and
white teachers in t h e South
whose careers are disrupted because of integration.
Our plea for help for the helpless Negro teachers has been
heard and we are certain that
the remedial action proposed by
the NEA will be fruitful and rewarding. Right always prevails.

The Algiers Meeting
Asian and African delegates
to the Algiers conference were
wise in postponing the meeting
after a warning bomb exploded
at the site of the conference
session just before it was scheduled to convene.
That was, however, not the
overriding factor that led to the
postponement of the meeting.
Nor was it the misgiving as to
stability and the political orientation of the Algerian regime of
Col. Boumedienne.
Much dissention as to the
agenda of the meeting had plagued the conference long before the Algerian internal upheaval. The split within and between Africa and Asia already
become embarrasingly wide and
deep as a result of Red China's
aggressive tactics against both
Soviet Union and the United
States.
The exclusion of Russia from

the conference on the ground
that it is a European, not an
Asian country, formed the basis
of Peking unyielding opposition
to the admission of the Soviet
Union to the conference.
But Africans and Asians who
have been negotiating for aid
from both Russia and America
did not think it diplomatic and
wise to lend their voices to the
Peking unreasonable negativism.
Of course Vietnam and Santo
Domingo would have been introduced by China as an inescapable issue for debate at the
conference. This might have
been just the issue that would
have set asunder the bonds between Asia and Africa. The Ben
Bella ouster m a y have saved
the Afro-Asian bloc. This is a
temporary situation. The explosion is bound to come sooner or later.

Only
In
America
By HARRY GOLDEN

Bailey, 35, a bachelor, saved
$8,000 over a five-year period
while he did odd jobs—painting, carpentry, window washing, and waxing floors. The
Government loaned him $7,50
and Freedom National Bank in
Harlem came through with a
$2,500 loan. This enabled him
to establish a Chicken Delight
franchised carry-out restaurant
at 161st Street and Amsterdam
Avenue.
If the Negro is to mature into
the role he deserves to enact in
this society, it will have to be
done, not only through protest
but also through production.
Bailey, the Chicken Delight
people, and the government are
all to be congratulated on this
forward step.
It is to be hoped that as many
people as possible will encourage this ambitious man who
worked as much as 18 hours a
day and skimped, spending only
for the bare necessities for five
year s, to achieve a glorious
dream.

1
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The Greatest Sorrow
A letter from a reader in Tuscon, Ariz.: "What do people do
when they get to be 56 years
old? I've been a competent musician all my life, but now I am
too old for a job. Do we all have
to send our wives to work to support us?"
It is not much better, emotionally at least, among the
highly paid executives.
One of the giant advertising
agencies in New York recently
revised the way it billed one of
its clients and in the process had
to let go 46 employees. Their
yearly salary was an aggregate
of some $630.000. That represents some $600,000 worth of
demoralization.
Being without work in this
highly competitive affluent society is about the worst thing
that can happen to a man. True,
life will deprive him of his parents and some of his friends and
he will have to bear this grief.
But when he is without work,
he is deprived of his very purpose.
There is no harder job than
looking for a job.
Fortunately for those men in
the advertising agency, they
left with a good deal of money
each had accumulated through
a profit-sharing plan. That softens the blow. But we can bet 40
of those men are at employment
agencies this morning and probably 43 will be disappointed this
morning.
A writer whose name escapes
me, once said that getting an-

other job was hard as convincing an elderly and rich eccentric
you were his long-lost nephew.
He hears you out but he keeps
imperceptibly nodding no to
your pleas.
Think of the men who are
shoved onto the street with no
profit shares, the working men
with no savings, the older men
who know their age militates
against t h em, the reporter
whose paper has closed down.
Think of the strong men, the
most individualistic in the world,
reduced to mill-daddies. I've
seen them sitting on the porches of their shacks, waiting for
the factory whistle so they can
take the lunch to their wives
and daughters in the mill.
Any man who is employed or
who owns a business will get 10
calls a year at least from fellows
who want help.
Sometimes they just want to
come into the office to talk, to
be near people working; sometimes they want advice about
making a contact. It is always
painful, though once in a while
you help a man connect.
A man needs a place to go in
the morning, just as a woman
probably needs children. There
are men who trotted the streets
during the Depression, watching construction work, sitting
through dull movies so at night
they could return and create
the illusion that they were in
action. A man must have a
place to go to in the morning.
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Peace Mission
one of those imperatives that
can not be ignored. To achieve
a cease-fire the United States
would have to suspend its air
attacks. She did that once to no
appreciable results.
What the mission should seek
first is an armistice — a standstill of all armed activities. If
the Americans are to be expected to atop their military activities, so must the Vietcong and
the North Vietnam.
The deadlock is not yet broken, but the situation is radically
changed and more fluid. Pleas
for common sense may have a
beneficial effect. It is worth the
try.

Some of t h e opponents of
civil rights demonstrations
shout that what we need is
production—not protest.
They get a lot of "amens" by
striking t h e attitude of the
demagogue and saying, "I don't
want to beg the white man to
serve me a cup of coffee in his
restaurant. I want the restaurant and the land it stands on."
This is well and good.
What these people do not understand or do not wish to admit that they understand is
that there is no one road to solution of t h e racial problem.
There must be several approaches and all of them contribute to success.
The other day, the Chicken
Delight restaurant chain held a
grand opening f o r the press.
William Bailey, who happens
to be a Negro, is the first persort to receive a Small Business
Administration loan under the
Department of Commerce Task
Force Program for Equal Opportunities.

.••••••••••••••••••••

Langston
Much weight is given to ilresident Nkrumah's suggestion
that the Commonwealth mission
on Vietnam should try to get
the Vietcong and the South
Vietnamese Government to
open direct talks.
President Nkrumah enjoys
greater influence than any
other member of the mission
with China, with North Vietnam and with the Communist
forces and authorities inside'
South Vietnam ; so none of them
can afford to ignore his statemem, and indeed, some of them
may welcome :t with relief.
The difficulty in the way of
unferenee of this character
is that, A cease-fire seems to be
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More Than One Way
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For weeks on end we have
been pleading in this column for
rescuing the Negro teachers
from the ravages of the integration storm. We are delighted
that the matter has finally come
before the National Education
Association. This professional
organization is launching a $1
million drive for funds to aid Negro teachers who lose their jobs
in Southern states because of
school desegregation.
Contributions will be voluntary among the NEA's 943,581
members and outside donations
will also be sought.
In announcing the drive at the
start of the NEA's 103rd convention, Dr. Lois V. Edinger,
president declared that the problem of displaced Negro teachers
has assumed "really mammoth
proportions" in the last month.
There have been 200 documented cases of Negro teachers
fired --- mostly in Arkansas.
Florida, North Carolina and
Texas — since Francis Keppel,
U.S. Commissioner of Education, ruled on April 29 that all
de facto segregated school systems must integrate all grade,
facilities and buses by the fall
of 1967 if they wish to receive
Federal funds.
The NAACP estimates that
as many as 1,000 Negroes have
lost their teaching jobs. The
NEA move is significant because the huge organization has
come under sharp criticism for
being segregated in it s own
Southern state affiliates.

Jackie
Robinson
Says

1

Hughes
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Remembrances
I remember when I was in
Spain as a reporter f o r the
Baltimore Afro-American during the Spanish Civil War, in
Loyalist territory there were
no bullfighters an d the most
beautiful prostitutes had gone
over to the Franco side.
I remember in the mountainous cities of Mexico, including

the capital, when I lived there,
how warm it was on the sunny
side of the street, and how
chilly on the shady side. In the
rarefied atmosphere of Mexico
City, just by crossing the street
one could have a complete
change of tempetature.
And if one were an American
Negro, one could have a corn-

plete change of racial climate
by crossing the border into
Mexico at Juarez or Tiajuana.
There was segregation on the
other side. In El Paso, no meals
for Negroes in the restaurants.
In Juarez, just across the International Bridge, food anywhere
for anybody. Funny what a
difference a few hundred yards
makes.
I remember in Japan when I
traveled to all the major cities
before World War II, not seeing a single Negro face—no Africans, no American Negroes.
I believe fewer Negroes visited
or lived in Japan then than any
other major country. Now, of
course, numerous American Negro soldiers have married Japanese girls. Some have settled
there, and the former Harlem
entertainer, Bill Banks, is a
Tokyo television star,
remember in Haiti a joyous
wake in front of a peasant hut
near Cap Haitian where all the
friends of the deceased played
the games he loved, danced the
danced in life, a n d drank the
rum he liked, all in his honor.
I remember a similar wake
in Jamaica which was like a
lawn party. Only the widow of
the deceased remained inside
the house with the body while
outside by the light of lanterns
his friends regaled themselves
with rum and barbecue and
jolly memories of their late
companion. Mourning can he
happy in the West Indies.
In China I recall the bright
red watermelons cut in half for
sale on the streets of Shanghai.
and how American and Britishers said one should never
eat those melons because they
had been floated down the
Yangtze in nets, and the Yangtze was the river where corpses
were thrown to save burial fees,
and the melons absorbed that
ghastly water.
I held off sampling those
tempting melons for a week.
Finally I tried one, f ound it
sweet and cool, and lived to eat
many more in Shanghai. I am
still here.
I remember in Soviet Central
Asia the custom of dining from
the common bowl, each person
dipping his hands into the main
dish. "Most unsanitary," complained Americans and Euro-

peans. But I figured if t h e
Tartars and Turkomens lived
o a ripe old age nourished from
tooc.ommon bowl. I would live,
a
I remember in Paris the crispest, most delicious croissants
with the petit de jeuner every
morning, and the French matzo
ball soup in a kosher restaurant
on t h e Rue Montmartre, the
cous-cous on t h e Boulevard
Rochefoucauld near Metro Barboa, and the prickly sea urchins
at the Cafe de la Pais.
I rerember in Morocco a
young Arab picking up a crust
of bread from the sidewalk and
placing it on a park bench, saying. "One should never throw
away bread. Some hungry person might need it. I will put it
here so it will not be stepped
on.
I remember at a holiday party
in Nigeria a servant passing a
tray of kola nuts and my refusing, "No thank you," not knowing that each guest should take
one, the kola nut being a symbol of the host's hospitality. I
remember in Benin hearing
drums, tambourines and singing with a strangely familiar
gospel beat an d quality, just
down the street from my inn.
Upon investigation, I discovered a sanctified church very
much like the ones in Harlem,
but with its gospel music punctuated by African drums. And
on the Congo River. I remember the rhythmical swaying of
a file of singing black boatmen
in their long canoe.
On the Caribbean Sea I remember t h e flying fish that
sometimes fly right up on deck
of the ship. In the Pacific I remember gigantic waves taller
than the liner on which I was
crossing. In the Baltic I recall white nights that grew
whiter as our boat approached
Helsinki. Off the coast of Tenerife I remember volcanic hills
rising from the sea. And in
the Mediterranean off Sicily, I
recall Mt. Etna. Sometimes I
think I have a postcard mind—
remembering visually for years
the colors of the seas and mountains and skies I never thought
I would know before St. Christopher, the patron saint of travel, safely took me to see them.
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The Lost Cities Of Africa

that history is "dead stuff" andl haps, after a course of study he of Kewa surrender to him and
if you really want to make (or she) will then want to go to acknowledge the king of Portusome changes "sit-in, sit-down Africa to do some archeological gal as their ruler.
and picket." Now this writer wok-thus bringing to light more When they refused, da Gama
knows the necessity and import- facts of the glorious civilization made war, burned, murdered
and destroyed. The African rulAll through our school years, ance of these actions at proper of that continent.
times.
Davidson describes the great er of Mombasa wrote concernfrom first grade through colHe, too, participates in ac- university city of Timbuktu. leg this destruction and said
lege, we were told the big lie tion as well as writing. Yet, to While Europe was in the Dark that lie found, ". . . no living
that Africa was the land of sav- disregard the battle on the cul- Ages, Africa had universities thing in it (the city) neither
ages. Now comes an English tural front is to disregard al- and learning, lie tells us about man nor woman, young or old,
Journalist, Basil Davidson, to inc,it everything.
the glories of the old kingdoms nor child however l‘ttle. All who
tell us about the glorious civil- When those who exploit the of Ghana, Mali and Songhay. had failed to escape had been
ization of the African past in African a n d American Negro (No civilization in Africa? An killed or burned."
his book, "The Lost Cities of are deprived of their ideological account of these kingdoms Eieopeans claim they civilized
Africa."
foundation an imrortant begin- should be compulsory reading Africa, but in all too many
This book has been out now ning has been made to end this for all whites and Negroes in cases the truth is that Eurosince 1959, but its pocket book cruel practi.:e.
peans destroyed civil,tation in
our country!)
edition ($2.25) is relatively re- Again and azain in his book These African areas were vial- Africa.
cent. Now, in this more rea- Davidson says that archeological ed hundreds of years before the The ruins of Zimbawe are dessonably priced copy, this mat- wmit in Africa has only begun. Europeans came to the great cribed here. This writer rememerial can reach large numbers He says that rich stores of in- continent by Arab wiiters and bc.'s how he saw a picture Of
of people.
formation await us if but we scholars. The Arabs wrote in these rums in a book about AfriIn his introduction Davidson would engage in this kind of re- fine detail about these king- ca. The caption said that it is
tells about the old, false beliefs search. This is what he writes doms. Their books have existed not known who built these strucabout Africa. Then he concludes at one point — though this same evea down through present tures. The authors anJ publishthat, "The world is changing remark is made several times times but Europeans in ra o s ers just could not bring themits mind about ti-e past of Afri- in this book:
cases have not considered them selves to admit that Africans
ca." Listen to the glorious des- "Archeologists have yet to important. Instead, they wrote themselves built them.
cription of the African city of find the opportunity — and this about Africa as thouga it were Reading "The Lost Cities of
Meroe: "The ruins of the anci- means, of course, the money — simply a land of villa jungles Africa" is a great adventure. It
ent city of Meroe are among the to investigate more than a tenth wild i-nitnals and wild people. is exciting and almost equal to
great monuments of the ancient part of this wide ruin field of Davidson suggests that the an aetual exploratory trip of
world; and their history is an Kush.
Chinese traded with East Afri- this great continent. How will
Important part of the history of Here among the low dry hills cans. This too is an spect of our country succeed in winning
man."
of the sixth cataract there lies, human history that future writ- the hearts and minds of AfriThis quotation refutes the lie, practically untouched, the rich- ers will explore. The pattern of cans if it denies the existence of
spread now for so many years, est archeological site that yet human history tells us that there a glorious and great African
that African were barbarians. is mains ln Africa; perhaps the was ni is c h interniingling of prat? And yet once this is
This lie served the purpose of richest that yet remains In any rQoples.
acknowledged, a big blow for
those who captured him, en- part of the world."
The author rescribes how the African civilization was written
slaved him and grew rich on his Perhaps some young reader tradesmen of Portugal came up- freedem will have been struck.
stolen, enforced labor.
of this resiew will read "Lost on the African cities in Mozam- That this pioneer work on
That is exactly why the refuta- Cities of Africa" and be inspired Live. Ile writes that Vasco da by a white-man is a poLitive sign
tion of this isIsehood is in it- by the author's statemcnts. Pet- Gama demanded that the city for the future.
self a revolutionary blow against
human exploitation.
nil writer has been told by
members of the younger, more
lively set that only picket lines
will bring a social revolution,
By EUGENE PIETER"
ROMAYN FELDMAN
(Teacher of History,
Britannica Academy)

DAY NURSERY GRADUATION The Orange!, Mound Day
nursery held its annual graduation services recently on the
Elvis Presley patio, and members of Girls Scout Troop No.
215 served as ushers and hostesses. The young people will
enter first grade in the fall. On front row, from left are,
Charles Hull, Arthur Bess III, Brenda Thompson, Gale Jefferies, Heidi Rosser, Cynthia Moore, Dorthea Payne, Lydia
Crowder, Thimothy Crowder and Kalvin Pegues. Standing,
same order, are Wayne McDonald, Carlton Owens, Antonio

Moore, Jot Brown, Jr., Madison Jackson, Dan Morris and
Walter Nelson, all of whom received certificates from Mrs.
W M. Pennepacker, president of the Board of Directors.
Also present were Mrs. Ruth Downing, director of. casework, and Mrs. Loretta Kateo, family consultant, of Fami•
ly Service and other board members. Sall( members present were Mrs. R. 0. Campbell, director; Mrs. W. C. Jackson, Mrs. Porter Osby, Sr., and Mrs. Emanuel Stephens.

Marguerite
Belafonteis
Secret Job
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WASHINGTON—Mrs.
Marguerite Belafonte is
now working for, a secret organization:
She is a professional
technician for the Community Relations Service, a service created by
the 1964 Civil Rights
Act under the Department of Commerce.
By law, it is a felony to
reveal the nature of the
work done by the service.
However, she was able
to say she is "helping
to implement federal
programs in various
cities but I'm desked in
Washington."
What are those federal programs?
"Oh there are so many
work
— Headstart,
training pro grams
funded by the government, educational programs..."
Actually, Mrs. Belafonte is working for the
summer b u t remains
"mum" also about her
future plans, especially
those which rumor marriage to the charming,
vital Dr. Edward Mazique of D. C.
The pretty, warmvoiced Marguerite Belafonte dropped her noncommittal posture when
talking about her two
daughters, Adrienne, who is 16-years-old
and 10-year-old Sharry.
Adrienne, who just returned from a fashionable resort in Aruba
(Venezuela), a trip given by her father, Harry
Belafonte, for a recent
16th birthday, is now in
Los Angeles.
She's teaching and taking dancing lessons at a
Friends Camp where
s h e has gone many
summers since she was
4-years-old.
Until her father ar-

rives, she will stay at always wanted to. fight
her mother's Los An- . . . listening to them I
geles home which is could understand why
kept by the senior Mrs. . . . the lack of courBelafonte.
tesies they experience
Young Sharry is camp- even from their own,
ing also which means teachers ... anyone
Marguerite's Sag Har- would fight."
bor (Long Island) home
These youngsters still
is "empty another sum- say, "I like to fight"
mer."
but with tneir new
A Washingtonian, and
poise, new concepts of
sister to famous D. C. themselves and a knowlarchitect Dave Byrd, edge of personal cosMarguerite made no se- metics, they say it less
cret of her delight to be often!
"back home."
It gives her a chance
to stay close to h e r
business. Just this past
spring she opened a
charm school which is
progressing to a subeducational
stantative
and cultural institution
for young women—and
detectives.
BY STEVEN GERSTEL
the South.
The young women
and state Attorney General was
WASHINGTON (UPI) — At- "replete
with examples of hisi
come for charm, and. ty. Gen. Nicholas
De B. Katto the law."
'elegance" — the first zenbach endorsed former Mis- devotion
The Justice Department head,
name for t h e modern sissippi Gov. James P. Coleman who had dealings with Coleschool designed by her for a southern federal judgeship. man in several civil rights distold the subcommittee:
brother in Northeast But civil rights advocates con- putes,
"When the full picture is conD. C. was the Belafonte tinued their flat opposition to sidered, we see not the caricature of an unyielding white
School of Elegance; the the controversial nominee.
Katrenbach, leadoff witness supremacist but a man who
detectives take a special
was
frequently willing to take
a Senate Judiciary Subcom"prep" course by a at
mittee confirmation hearing, great political risks to support
trained police -expert.
said, Coleman in his political moderate and respect fo rlaw
It is abut her young career has shown "genuine and order when the opposition
course
have been the
ladies that she is far courage" and a "consistent expedientwould
one."
stand for law and order."
from secret.
The Atorney General con- The Attorney General noted
Last spring, she per- ceded that. the Mississippian that Coleman as governor had
sonally financed 16 jun- had made segregationist state- invited the FBI to investigate
a 1959 lynching case in Misior high school gills ments while running for office sissippi, had urged the Univerin Mississippi.
first Negro student and had recalled troublemakers by
But Katzenbach added: "He
the teachers; a few has stood up time and Om&fused to support the White Citizens' Councils in his state.
weeks later, they were again for the law and against He also testified that 10 fedextremism.
that
One
act
of
less troublesome, had
eral judges consulted on the
kind is worth 100 campaign'nomination had concluded
improved their appear- speeches."
Coleman was well qualified for
ance, a n d gained per- Civil rights leaders and their the
bench.
followers packed the com- Sen. Philip A. Hart, D-Mich.,
sonal poise.
"I could do tittle to im- mittee room as hearings start- who led the Senate fight for the
ed on President Johnson's nomprove their economic ination of Coleman to be a voting rights bill this session,
Indicated dissatisfaction with
conditions, but the few judge on the U.S. 5th Circuit Coleman in his questioning of
clothes they had looked of Appeals which takes in Katienbach.
Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, After the Cabinet member refar better at the end of Florida,
Louisiana and Texas. cited Coleman's eff or ts for
the course.
Negro spokesmen and others moderate in Mississippi, Hart
"Of course, they all have protested that Coleman as remarked that there were "also
ended up on the couch a member of the seven-man ap- a great number of statements
peals court would help per. . . they discussed their petuate
segregation and im- which indicate he has no busiproblems . . . why they pede the civil rights drive in ness on the federal bench."

Race Confab Told Jews
Identify With Negroes

Jewish people have "collective care, individual training trade Hardcore southern states, like
identities" with Negroes and schools, housing and an across Alabama and Mississippi, are
most in America have, accord- the board education program. becoming more and more like
ingly, constituted the bulwark
Whcn Nash became head of middle south states, and the
of white support for Negro the Indian Affairs Bureau in latter more and more like
rights, a Jewish leader said.
1961, the bureau's
budget northern border states, accordAtty. Edwin Lukas of the amounted to 120 million dollars, ing to Jack Greenberg Director
American Jewish Committee, he said; the new fiscal budget of the NAACP Legal and Detold the 22nd annual Race Re- will be "approximately twice fense Fund.
lations Institute meeting at as much".
However, he said, at race reFisk University that more than
What the U.S. is doing teday lations institute, there rehalf of the white COF0 work- for American Indians is "pay- main pockets of resistance to
ers in Mississippi during the in,; for promises, treaties, etc. racial change and these 'use
summer of 1964 were Jews.
it made to and with the Indians e cry trick and scheme to
The two white victims in and never kept," he said.
hold on to old patterns and look
last summer's triple civil rights
He acted that an 1667 Act at us with straight faces."
slayings in that state were settled Indian Recovery Act
Greenberg, who succeeded
Jews. Better than 60 per cent enacted bf Congress full two- U.S. Appeals Court Judge Thur.
of lawyers handling civil rights thirds cf the land allolted to In- good Marshall as the Legal Decases are Jews, he said, and dians has slipped front control fense Fund head, pointed up the
some 70 per cent of students of thi U.S. Government, which 1954 school case (Brown vs.
engaged in legal research for had been named trustee of the Board of Education) as the key
civil lawyers are also Jews. land in the Act of 1887. The Supreme Court decision which
Lukas recalled that Jews IRA cave Indians the light to made possible subsequent nilwere front runners in the self-government and free elec- hugs on segregation and disfounding of the NAACP in tions on reservations, supported crimination.
1909.
by U.S. backing. Some 200
Ile saw the rulings in favor
Not all Jews actively support tribes benefitted imuediately, of sit-ins and "Freedom Rides"
the civil rights cause, however, the official said.
as grounded in Brown vs.
he said. Some who have at. The ultimate solution of rac- Board, etc, arid said demonstratamed upperclass financial stat- ism in the Deep South is await- tions forced passage of the
us "forget their collective ing Negro voting, stated Attor- 1964 Civil Rights Act. He
identities". Others balk
at ney Charles (Chuck) Morgan of predicted continuation of demmaking the personal sacrifices Atlanta.
onstrations and expansion of
which usually attend civil rights A native of Birmingham, Ala- this type of protest into areas
participation.
bama, Morgan is legal staff other than civil rights.
Lukas said Jews contribute member of the American Civil
Title VI (provision which dissubstantially worldly goods in Liborties Union. "The salvation allows federal funds to discrimsupport of efforts aimed at im- of Alabama is full registration inating institutions), which beproving the Jewish stature as and voting hy Negroes," he came effective July 1, presents
a citizen. "From what I am said. He predicted that fuller special enforcement problems.
told", he concluded, "Negroes participation by Negroes in fu- Greenberg urged that hospitals,
do not share worldly goods with ture southern elections would schoois, etc. affected by Title VI
his beneficent organizations like hasten desegregation.
be inspected frequently at the
we Jews do."
Author of the book "A Time local level, suggestions made
U.S. Special programs for To Speak", and an outstanding and the situation followed up.
American Indians could serve critic of Alabama racial vio- Complaints may be filed with
as models for administration lence and politics, Morgan the U.S. Department of Health
anti-poverty a n d Appalachia was disdainful of the proposed Education and Welfare (HEW)
projects, the U.S. Commis- Investigation of the Ku Klux or with his office.
sioner of Indian Affairs said. Klan by the House Un-American
There are approximately 548
The Honorable Philleo Nash, Activities Committee.
Negro lawyers in the country,
Comissioner of the Bureau of He said: "Having the Un- representing about one per cent
Indian Affairs, told the Institute American Activities Committee of the nation's total.
at Fisk that current federal of the House investigate the Ku "Without these Negro lawyers
programs for reservation Indi- Klux Klan is like putting the there would not now be any
ans include complete health fox in the coop with the chick- demonstrations," Greenberg deservices, hospitalLation, child ens."
clared.

ANNIVERSARY QUEENS OF AVON — Avon Area 854
celebrated the 79th anniversary of the Avon Products company during a party held at the Sarah Brown branch of the
YWCA on June :1, and 20 representatives won prizes and
were crowned "anniversary queens." On hand to crown them
was Ludella Crawford, Mrs. Melia Cooper, Mrs. Mary
Mrs. Ludella Crawford, Mrs. ldella Cooper, Mrs4 Mary
Goodwin, Mrs. C,ortne Wallace, Mrs. Miller' Thompson,

Mrs. Donk Wallace, Mrs. Lenora Covington, Mrs. John
Kent, Mrs. Eddie Mayhue and Mrs. Berle Perry. Standing,
same order are Mrs. Bokin, Mrs. Doris Henderson, Mrs.
Annie Black, Mrs. Christing Smith, Mrs. Minnie Elliott,
, Mrs. Ernestine Clark, Mrs. Willie Mostly, Mrs. Mary Reynolds and Mrs. Ora Pollard. Not on picture are Mrs. Juanita
Hall and Mrs. Hattie Green. (Nelson Photo)
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MINISTER DISCUSSES HOSPITALITY —
James Rayford, assistant minister of the
West Memphis congregation of Jehovah's
Witnesses, South unit, is pictured discussing hospitality with the aid of eleven small
co-workers. The demonstration was held at

Witnesses Expect 15,000
To Attend Meeting Here

HART'S

COLONIAL TAYSTEE

BREAD

Lawrence Straughter, pre-1 local Witnesses exersizing hos- to Memphis, and are responding
siding minister of the Orange pitality toward visiting mem- hospitably.
A striking example of the rebers of their faith by obtaining
Mound congregation of Jehoaccommodations for them, and sponse concerns a Memphis
vah's Witnesses, announced that also affording Memphians the lady who will be gone on her
instead of the anticipated 10,- privilege of showing hospitality vacation, but would like to have
in her
000 delegates, they now expect by opening their homes to these some of the delegates
home. She arranged for the
gucsts.
15,000 at their "Word of Truth" paying
paying guests to obtain the
HOSPITALITY SHOWN
District Assembly at the MidMr. Straughter pointed out keys, and said, "Please leave
South Coliseum in Memphis, that already much hospitality the money under the planter on
July 29-August 1.
has been shown, and that the the coffee table". Such trust has
About 550 local Witnesses are cooperation of newspapers, ra- been earned by Witness conduct
hours
of
hundreds
spending
dio, television, hotels, motels, over a period of many years.
finding accommodations for the and Memphians in general has
The new attendance estimate
visiting members of their faith. been truly gratifying. He ex- was determined by the many
At their organizational meet- plained that many have no doubt mail requests for rooms reing, a graphic demonstration on heard of the exemplary conduct ceived by the Watchtower conthe importance of hospitality of Jehovah's Witnesses at their vention headquarters at 3849
was given. "Hospitality" was large assemblies.
Ellison Road. Those interested
spelled out on the stage by elevConcerning the international in helping to fill these requests
en children, each holding one assembly in New York in 1958, can call 323-3414.
letter of the word.
The peak attendance of 15,000
the AMSTERDAM NEWS said:
Then, a two-fold application "The worshiping Witnesses from at the Coliseum meet is expecof hospitality was discussed, 120 lands have lived and wor- ted for the main address,
showing the importance of the shiped together peacefully, "World Government on the
showing Americans how easily Shoulder of the Prince of
it can he done. The assembly is Peace", to he given on Sunday,
a shining example of how people August 1, at 3:00 P.M., by Nicholas Kovalak, Jr., district suwork and live together."
Many who have read such pervisor of the Watchtower
comments as these realize that Bible and Tract Society. All
the assembly will be an asset sessions are open to the public.

Loaf4O

MORTONS FROZEN

COCANUT CUSTARD

PIES

9C

Each l

Bottle
DOUBLE SixCarton
COLA or Jumbo Flavors

Plus Deposit

One 6 Bottle Carton

DIETWAY COLA

21

CTN.

Plus Deposit

'BISCUITS

Pillsbury or
Ballard

One Can

Select Atlantic
City For 1968
NAACP Meet

5
Convenient
Lusations

5

973 So. Third
at Walker
1378 Hollywood at
Chelsea

'3362 Summer
National
4321 Summer Avenue
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BUSY MAKING PREPARATIONS — Carita Anderson, left,
and Ruth Ilamilton, wife of the assistant rooming manager
at the Watchtower Convention headquarters, 3849 Elliston
Road, are shown making preparations for the "Word of
Truth" District Assembly of Jehovah's Witnesses which is
to be held July 29 — August 1, at the Coliseum. The highlight of the assembly is' the Bible discourse "World Gov•
ernment on the Shoulder of the Prince of Peace," on August 1, at 3 P.M. by Nicholas Kovalak, Jr.
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mittee's rzcommendation and
selected the New Jersey city,
076-474, in closing sessions of
the 1965 convention at Denver.
The usually routine task of
selecting a future convention
site turned into a long debate
capped by a chanting, singing
demonstration.
"Ask not what Alabama can
do for the convention but what
the convention can do for Alabama," shouted one delegate.
Another, Dr. Aaron E. Henry of
Clarksdale, Miss., an NAACP
director, told the convention:
"We will go to Birmingham
in 1968 — if you are not afraid.''
Delegates poured into the
aisles in a 10-minute demonstraLon, chanting, 'We Are Not
Afraid."
But supporters of Atlantic
City won out by urging that the
convention not be overcome by
emotion, and that the civil
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NO PAYMENT DUE 'TIL
SEPT. 1ST
'WITH APPROVED CREDIT

1112

COME ON IN AND

MAKE US AN OFFERF
Our Price
$3588
'65 Pontiac
2 plus 2, 4-in-the-floor,
factory air, power steering, 9,000 actual miles.
$2188
'65 Falcon
Futura 4-door. automatic
transmission, 7,000 actual
miles.

Our Price
$9811
'61 Rambler
Custom Cross Country,
like new, station wagon,
inside & out, 4 new prem.
tires.
.63 I.. mann ....31481
Solid black, red interior,
4-cyl., 4-in-floor for economy.
'61 Plymouth ••••SI1811
Station wagon. 8-cYl. engine, standard transmission, clean and in good

'64 Catalina .• $2788
Station wagon. air conditioned, full power.
S1588
64 Chevrolet
'
Monza. 4 - in - the -floor, condition.
-puff.
cream
$2283
'63 Pontiac
Catalina convertible. pow'59 Chevrolet ....$988 er
in
brakes,
and
steering
Station wagon, V-8 en- excellent condition, new
gine, power steering.
white top.
$2288
'64 Le Mans
$1483
62 Pontiac
Sport coupe, 2-dr., power Star
Chief. 4-dr.. sedan.
steering, power brakes, auto,
transmission,
console, 15,000 actual mi. and heater, like new.radio
$1788
'62 Pontiac
Pontiac
$23111
Sport cp. Venturia. Full '63
Bonneville, 4-dr. hardtop,
•
power ana air cond.
full power and air condi62 Chevrolet ....$988 tioned.
'
Monza. 4 - in - floor, like '64 Chevrolet
S2411$
new.
Impala 4-dr. hardtop, full
low
mileair,
and
power
$688
'60 Ford
like new, spare never
Galaxie. 4-dr. hardtop, age,
power steering & brakes. down.
'60 Volkswagen .••3688
'63 Le Mans .•..S1688 Camper, like new. in per326, straight stick.
fect mechanical condition.
'57 Oldsmobile .••S488 'SS Oldsmobile ...$4113
',88'. A clean car. 4-dr. in -RR", 4-dr. hardtop. power
good condition. Air condi- and air. Runs, drives, and
looks good.
tioned, power steering.

LANGUAGE TROUBLE

3511 Park at Highland
•No Coupons
.
•No Stamps! \ip
•No Forced
Purchases

•

...........

$88. DOWN

carrying the fight directly
to Alabama in the intervening
years.
Birmingham was selected,
however, for the September ,
12-13 quarterly directors meet- I
ing. Bishop Stephen G. Spoilswood, board chairman, said representatives of 1,800 local
branches would be invited.
The 1966 convention has already been selected for Los Angeles and the 1967 site is Boston.
The Site Committee considered five cities and chose
Birmingham over Atlantic City,
14-12. But entered both majority
and minority recommendations.
The 11
2-hour debate which fol/
lowee was the first fight over
a convention site in years, observers said.

Painv dY
at.

•

ce
1Y,

DENVER — (UPI) — Atlantic City was selected over Birmingham, Ala., for the 1968 convention of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, despite emotional appeals that it should
be held in a citadel of segregation.
- Delegates reversed a site COM.

rights organization would be

BAR-B-QSAUCE

The fifth general synod of the synod asked:
— UCC churches to hire min- A
le United Church of Christ
neld in Ch.cago ended on a note isters and staff withozt regard 111,
of gentle conciliation with critics to race.
— Chin-Liles to buy supplies
of racial integration program it
from business which practice
adopted.
The UCC President, the Rev. "fair employment."
— Integration of congregaIr. Ben Mohr Herbster, New
tions practicing segregation.
'ork, cautioned delegates:
Otter resolutions denounced
"When we get home among
people who have not had the de facto segregation in pub!oppatunity that we had here, lic schools and calkd for an
we are apt to think we may en? b laws barring interracial
marriage.
have gone too far."
He said cinfrch members who
Dr. Alford Carleton, execuare critical of the racial stands tive vice :s.esicient of the UCC
ad.upted by the synod should be board for world ministries,
an organizational meeting for sorket s.uo dealt with "gently."
said more birth control inforSomming up the convention, mation and devices will be diswere obtaining rooms for the 15,000 deleRev.
closed,
of
speech
"Word
his
the
to
coming
which
are
that
gates
tributed by the church in AfriHerbster said: "We met the ca, Latin America and Asia as
Truth" District Assembly to be held at the
challenges, the needs, and the a result of synod action,
Mid-South Coliseum, July 29-August 1.
demands in a very forthright
liowever, he said two churchand courageous manner."
run hospitals in Africa and one
At the final session, delegates in Asia may be forced to closes
approved an $11.9 million bud- due to a shortage of doctors
get for the 1966 calendar year. and nurses.
The budget committee said a
decline in contributions last'
Know Your Negro History
year year required trimming
the $14.3 million UCC bud- Adelbert H. Roberts became
the first Negro selected to the
get in effect since 1962.
Racial resolutions adopted at Illinois Senate in 1924.

S

HAMBURG, Germany, (UPI)•
— West German cabinet member Erich Mende said he wants
the name of his ministry for all.
German affairs changed because it frightens people when
translated into English o r
French. He told the newspaper
Welt, Am Sonntag that "it gives
rise to the absurd notion that
the West German government
has set itself the task of annexing all German language
nations as part of reunifying
Germany." Ile suggested the
name be changed to the ministry for the reunification of Ger-

title Pontiac
2580 Summer Ave.
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Sam Cooke Tragedy Compounded In Suits, Intrigue, Violence
BY A. S."DOC" YOUNG
In an altercation in a
ek Los Angeles motel last
VIP December, singer Sam
Cooke was shot to
death. The song of his
life was.ended in a scandal that shocked the nation. But today, seven
months later, the tragedy lingers on.
It lingers not only in
the saddened memories
of h i s loved ones and
fans, in the void he left
In sh ow business, but
also in several investigations, legal suits, countersuits, a n d violence
involving principals in
t h e scandal, relatives,
and others.
Cooke was shot by
Mrs. Bertha Franklin, a
motel manager who testified that he invaded
her quarters while
searching for Lisa Boyer, a girl he had brought
to the place, and had assaulted her. A Coroner's
jur y accepted M r s.
Franklin's
testimony,
ruled the killing justifiable, and —so jur y
members thought—closed the case.
But not everyone accepted the ruling. Quietly, in t h e succeeding
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SAM COOKE
months, investigations
have been conducted in
an effort to disprove the
s t or i es told by Mrs.
Franklin and Miss Boyer. Miss Boyer has been
arrested f o r allegedly
soliciting m e n. And,
meanwhile:
1) Mrs. Franklin has
sued t h e Cooke estate
for $200,000 damages as
a result of his alleged
assault upon her before
she shot and clubbed
him to death;

2) An attorney representing the Cooke estate has s u e fl Mrs.
Franklin f o r $7,024.43
to cover the costs of his
funeral;
3) The singer's widow. Barbara, has remarried—her new husband
being Bobby Womack. a
musician; and,
4) Two of the singer's
brothers, Charles a n d
David, have been accused of beating both Bobby and Barbara in a Chi-

cago motel.
Mrs. Franklin's suit
shocked many of Cooke's
fans across the country,
although her legal
grounds are believed to
be so sound that she may
eventually win the case,
though n o t nearly as
much money as s h e is
asking.
In addition to her demands for damages based on the assault charge,
Mrs. Franklin is asking
the court to award her
special damages for Xray a n d medical e xpenses incurred as a result of h e r injuries,
special damages for loss
of income, plus the cost
of her suit.
An attorney for t h e
Cooke estate, Richard
Goethals, probably will
argue that Mrs. Franklin is n o t entitled to
damages because she,
as manager of the small,
South Los Angeles motel, was negligent in killing Cooke.
After filing t h e suit
against Mrs. Franklin,
another attorney for the
Cooke estate, Olan Bennett, said:
"Mrs. Franklin was

Didn't Take Selma$, Says BlamedMinister

negligent. She negligently shot Sam Cooke and,
hence, she directly contributed to the happenings following the incident."
B it t Mrs. Franklin's
attorney, Bruce A.
Friedman, declared that
he had investigated the
validity of h e r claim
against the Cooke estate
before filing the $200,000 suit and he was satisfied that she has a
sound case.
"I've known this woman several y ear
Friedman said. "She's a
fine, decent person who
hasn't been in trouble
before."
The marriage of
Cooke's widow to t h e
young Womack — who
was only 20 years old
when they first applied
in Los Angeles f or a
marriage license a n d
w e re turned down on
account of h i s age —
was, perhaps, as shocking as the news of Mrs.
Franklin's spit to many
who felt that the wedding, held so soon after
h e r husband's death,
was in bad taste — especially so considering
the fact that young Wo-

mack was presumed to
have been a friend and
associate of Cooke's.
It has been reported
that members of Cooke's
family have shared this
feeling and that the fight
at Robert's Motel, 6623
South Park, was fueled
by this intra-family resentment.
Charles and Da v id
Cooke came to Chicago
from Detroit f o r the
wedding of one of their
sisters. M r s. Barbara
Cooke Womack and her
n e w husband came in
from California.
According to reports,
the Cooke brothers went
to the motel, called Mrs.
Womack on t h e telephone, • a n d asked permission to visit them in
their room.
In the Womack room.
Charles Cooke is said to
have sat on one of the
twin beds and engaged
Mrs. Womack in conversation. Suddenly breaking off the conversation,
he allegedly began beating Mrs. Womack,
knocking her to the floor
five times.
While they fought between t h e beds, Mrs.
Womack is said to have
reached under a mat-

tress and brought out a edly have said that they
.38 caliber, snub-nosed accused Sam's widow of
pistol, which Charles harboring facts about
took from her, placed his death and complainagainst her head, pull- ed because the family
ing the trigger several had spent too much
times. The gun, appar- money investigating the
ently empty of shells, Case.
failed to go off.
Si n ce Sam Cooke's
Meanwhile, according
death, another brother,
to reports, David Cooke L. C. Cooke has pushed
delivered a beating to his own' career heavily,
Bobby Womack.
perhaps seeking to fill
After the fight, the the v o id left by the
Cook e brothers left.
m or e- famous Sam's
taking t he gun with death.
them. They were arrestWhile the tragedy of
ed in 1 h eir father's Sam Cooke lingers on in
home, 7008 S. Paxton investigations, suit s,
Avenue, it y Policemen counter-suits, a n d vioJames Peebles and I,u- lence, the late singer's
ceke Mays. A hearing, body — funeralized both
scheduled for July 7, in Chicago and Los Anhas been postponed in geles before capacity
South Chicago court -wi- mortuary audiences —
th July 14.
lies peacefully in ForSources close to t h e est La w n Cemetery,
Cooke brothers report- Burbank, California.
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\ 1* Jazzman Bud Powell

By BETTY WASHINGTON gro people of Selma and make Negroes in Selma, whom he ma and throughout the counTha Rev. Frederick Douglass available all information."
has led spiritually and physi- try.
Reese denied in a telephone Reese told the DEFENDER
cally,
in marches aimed at Many local Selma Negroes
interview with the Chicago that following his release from
Daily DEFENDER charges jail, he addressed an overflow drawing worldwide athntion feel it to be an extension of the
NEW YORK — (Special To
that he embezzled large sums crowd in Brown Chapel and to the denial of the right of "mass sex orgy" slurs and othThe DEFENDER) — Jazz
Negroes
there
to
vote.
During
of money from the Selma informed them that he had "a
pianist Bud Powell, 41, was listthe extensive demonstrations er efforts to "grind in the dirt
Emergency Relief Fund.
no time" embezzled money that resulted
ed in critical condition in a
progress
the
of
the
in
a
just
triumphant
cause."
Reese, free on $5,000 bond, from the Fund.
Brooklyn hospital.
said he plans to remain in Sel- The minister, pastor of Sel- marsh from Selma to Mont. Mrs. Boynton further revealThe world-famed musician
gomery,
Reese
walked
arm-laed
that
Reese
knew he had
ma to prove the charges against ma's Ebenezer Baptist church
was described as "weakening"
'
arm
with
local
leaders
and
ofbeen
fired
from
his teaching
him are false. He stated:
to the ravages of pneumonia in
also taught at Hudson High, a
Cumberland Hospital.
"As you know the charges public school in Selma for Ne- ficials of the Southern Chris- job at the high school because
tian
Leadership
Conference.
Powell, oft-described as "the
of
his
extensive
voter registraof embezzlement were made groes. He declined, however,
jazz
world's greatest living
by Wilson Baker (Selma Pub- to comment on the thousands On countless occasions he led tion activities. She said that
pianist," became ill last Tueslic Safety Director) and others.l of dollars said to have been prayer vigils in Brown Chapel, some of the money in the
day. Ile was scheduled to fly to
I have ordered an auditing of uncovered in a Montgomery center of the Selma movement, Montgomery bank had probaand at the infamous "Berlin bly been placed at his disposal.
Japan for a series of concert
the books by an independent bank in his account.
dates and then to proceed to
The minister reportedly headagency, who will turn all rel The _clergyman's voice was Rope."
Paris. However, he cancelled
suits over to me. I w31 in turn l strained as he attempted to Now, cast in a questionable ed the fund without salary.
the trips and went into seele•
BUD POWELL
make a full report to the Ne- clarify his position among the role, the minister maintains: Another leading Selma Clersion.
was extended. It ended in Oct.
"The people here have glib gyman, Rev. I. L. Anderson
stricken
The
returned
Powell
1964.
I en me 100 per cent backing in evaluated the situation like
to his New York apartment last Powell's brother, Richeky,
this. They have reaffirmed this:
August from Europe to appear also a pianist, was killed in an
their belief in my leadership. "I went to Rev. Reese's home
in Birdland, Gotham's home of automobile accident which also
It is just a matter of trying to Immediately after his release
progressive jazz. His engage- claimed the life of trumpeter
discredit me and the move- from jail. Like all of the Nement met with popular and cri- Clifford Brown several years
ment."
tical acclaim and his contract ago.
groes here. I was shocked and
Mrs. Amelia Boynton, one of confused. The people had trustSelma's most courageous rights ed so much. Now the people
leaders, reiterated Reese's stand at the crossroads. When
claim of continued acceptance Rev. Anderson, pastor of
stating:
Tabernacle Baptist Church,
"We're behind Rev. Reese said the Selma public officials
izew
TheinbnreorD
em
ther of
) oavsemthe
anylatists
are is
n (Comm
109 per cent—the organization had been "just waiting" for an
PeacePIPrize
Dr. Martin
l'iirt.',' wherei
large
(Dallas County Voters League), opportunity to attack t It e
Luther King said there 'unSCLC, and the local people. We movement with both feet. lie
doubtedly" a r e Communists they always try to stir up
all realize that this game has referred to the arrest and comtaking part in-rivil rights pro- trouble, but they are not
been played before and too of. ing trial of William Ezra Greer,
teas against rehiring of Chicago really members of the moveten." She indicated that the n out of town minister arrestSchool Superintendent Benjamin ment or the organizaticn.
The punch Cassius Clay employed to "stop"
C. Willis.
main objective of the investi- ed on morals charges stating:
"I'm certain there are no
Sonny Liston was no truer than this one Dalton
gation being conducted by Ba- "After they had investigated
In an airport news conference Ccentr.unists in positions of
Graves
of
Bogalusa sent toward the chin of a
ker is to "discredit the move- Greer, they evidently decided
upon arrival in Chicago to take leadership in our group (Southphotographer during the civil rights march. ObPart in Saturday's protest march ern Christian Leadership Conment and divide the Negroes'it would be a good idea to go
against Willis, the Rev. A. D. fcrence) ard I do not believe
as well as create the feeling on from there and see if there
ject of Graves' punch was a 14-year old youth,
King, Louisville, Ky., said:
that Negroes cannot be trust- was anything else to dig up."
there are any in any aher civone of the marchers. UPI Photo
ed. This is a Plan." she said Greer's trial is scheduled for
I "Undoubtedly there are some il rights groups.
"to circumvent the progress July 13.
the movement has made thus
Rev. Anderson took excepfar."
tion to the position of the
Mrs. Boynton has come clos- Southern Christian Leadership
er than any other local lead- Conference on the matter as ex- The President at his
White of Appeals in the 2nd circuit. tistry might have caught
ers in providing an answer to pressed through the Rev. Ralph House press
his
today
Judge Marshall replaces fancy, but fortunately for every
the worrisome question of why Abernathy. next in succession named Judge conference
Thurgood
MarArchibald
Cox,
a native of child who attends a desegregatthe relief funds should have to Dr. Ring.
shall Solicitor General. Ac- Massachusetts who has served
ed school in America, he bebeen placed in the Montgom- Abernathy told a crowd of cording to the White
House,
he
as
Solicitor
General
for the came a lawyer.
ery bank and why in Rev. 400 people in, Brown Chapel:
will direct all government liti- past 4 years.
For a brief time, he served
Reese's account. She revealed: "I'm not saying that he did gation that appears
before the A native of Baltimore, Md., a practice in Baltimore but by
"The board of directors (of or he didn't steal, but we must Supreme Court and the Appel- and a graduate
of the Howard 1934 he joined the Baltimore
the Selma Emergency Relief confirm our faith in him until late Court.
University School of Law Judge NAACP, a very militant chappermitted the money to they come up with something Ile becomes the
'I'M NOT GUILTY'
third rank- Marshall appeared before the ter which breeded many of the
be placed in his personal ac- else. Rev. Reese didn't have ing officer
Supreme
Rev. F. D. Reese glances hack over his shoulder as he is
count. This, I believe, was to steal. It's our money. If he of Justice. at the U. S. Dept. he was Court 32 times; when civil rights stalwarts of today.
chief of the Legal De- At the time, Thurgood Margreeted by his wife after being freed from the Dallas done to prevent the impound- wanted it, we'll give it to him."
This
will
bring hte 57-year- fense Fund a major appear- shall was named to the U. S.
County Jail on $5,000 bond. Reese, president of the Dallas ing of these funds in the SelAbernathy
said
old
the
indictveteran lawyer who was ance before that august body Appellate Court by President
County Voters League and chairman of the Selma Emer- ma bank. There was a fear
ments against Reese were a director of
gency Relief Fund, has been indicted on charges of emblez
that a stop would he put on 'divide and conquer' tactic Fund for J3the Legal Defense determined the famous school Kennedy, his confirmation was
years back idto desegregation case of 1954.
held up by Senator James 0.1 THURGOOD MARSHALL
sling civil rights funds. The minister, however, denied to the the account in order to inacti- mounted by
Alabama segrega- the civir fights limelight which Admired by his friends and Eastland (D. Miss.) who as April, 1961. Congress adjournDEFENDER that he is guilty of stealing. He is being batti- vale the movement."
tionists because of the success he has not basked in since foes alike for his brilliance as chairman of
the Senate Judi- ed and his appointment was
er! by other leaders, who feel the investigation is aimed at
The fear is not new. There of the voter registration ram President Kennedy appointed a lawyer, there was
a faint Pos- ciary Committee eontrolled all not giver' Senate confirmatioe
discrediting the movement. (UPI Telephoto)
I have been echoes of it in Sel- paign.
him Judge to the U.S. Court sibility that the field of den- such appointments. Named in until Sept. n, 1961.

Critical In New York

There Are Reds In Rights
,Movement, Says King's Kin

Aping Clay's Punch
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Rev. and Mrs. J. B. BOYD and Mr. and Mrs.
the mountains? That's what Dr. and Mrs. FREDERICK RIV- their little daughter, EMMA JEAN on Shadowlawn, and with' visit relatives,
EMERSON ABLE, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. ROBERT PITTS of Mill Valley, Cal., were
Mrs. RUTH HOLMES, of Philadelphia was in the city for a
S. KILGORE in their Johnson City, home. Also guesting with
parents. Mr. and Mrs. WILLIAM COLEMAN
the Johnsons were Dr. and Mrs. ESSEX NOEL of Greensboro, few days on her way to New Orleans to the wedding of her son. the guests of here
COLEMAN
Saxophone virtuoso CHARLES LLOYD, was here last week- on Trigg. Mrs. Pitts is the former, Miss MATTLYN
N. C. who along with the Johnsons were the Thanksgiving guests
Detroit to viait
end appearing with Cannonball Adderly at the Windemere of our city. She and her husband have gone to
of the Riverses.
HOUSE and WILDr. and Mrs. Johnson entertained their guests with a sum- Town and Country Club. This was an especially enjoyable week- her sister and brother, Mrs. CATHERINE
mer semi-formal dinner party in their lovely home to introduce end for Charles, as Memphis his home and he was a guest of BERT COLEMAN.
While here the Colemans weredimrr guests of Rev. an
them to their many friends in Johnson City. Then on the Fourth, his parents, Mr. and Mrs. JOHN PARKER at their Claremont
JOHN CHARLES MICKLE and Mr. and Mrs. SIMO
Smtokies
with
Mrs.
he
pin
the
dam
Johnice.
u
trek
sister,
little
his
mountain
there was this
Circle home and was able to enjoy
to serve as a background for an ideal picnic spot
Charles, a graduate of Manassas High, is a graduate of the HOWARD, Jr., out at the luau restaurant.
Miss ELIZABETH TOLES on Quinn has as her guests, her
The Riverses came home refreshed an drelaxed after an University of Southern California where he majored in music.
enjoyable week-end visiting friends and enjoying the delightful He has formed his own group and the quartet will be appearing sister and brother-in law, Mr. and Mrs. PETE WASHINGTON
visiting their
city.
at Slugs' in Greenwich come July 26. The talented young musi- of Pittsfield, Mass, The Washingtons are also
A card from your regular scribe, Mrs. Emogene Wilson, cian, who records for Columbia Records, has a record out call- brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. GEORGE TOLES on
tells us that she and her young daughter, KAREN, are enjoy- ed "Discovery" and will have a record released this Fall under Latham.
ing Mexico. She says the modern architecture of the homes in the Columbia label.
Mrs. RUBY SPIGHT has gone to Toledo, Ohio to visit her
and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. RAYMOND DULA and
some parts, blend with so much color, looks like a page from
daughter
The Parkers hosted adinnerin honor of their son and the
rthree children.
a book.
musical aggregation at their home Friday evening. Members thei
Emogene, you may recall, is teaching English and studying of the musical group are Cannonball Adderley who plays the
Mrs. H. H. JOHNSONand her daughter LINDA, have gone
Spanish in Torreon, Coahuila, Mexico, for the summer. Karen
and will visit such countries as England, France, Italy,
drums, his brother NAT ADDERLY, who plays cornet; SAM abroad
went along for the experience.
Germany, Ilolland, Switerland, Spain and Portugal.
JONES, bassist; ROY McCURDY, alto saxophonist, and JOE West
How nice to see Mrs. R. Q. VENSON out riding with her
Linda, a student of foreign languages at New York univerZAWINUL, pianist. Charles playes tenor saxophone and flute.
friend, Mrs. EMMITT 0. HOZAY, Jr., Mrs. Venson has been
will study for a year at the University of Madrid.
sity,
Other guests enjoying the evening were Mrs. ALFREDA
confined to her home for some time after having undergone
and Mrs. Odis Strong will leave on the week-end and
Dr.
to see
surgery. Good to see her as cheerful and glamourous as ever. QUALLS, aunt of the honoree who flew in from Denver
eleven countries. The young couple will visit Holland,
tour
will
Glad to know Mrs. ORACE L. CHANDLER is home after him and his uncle, Dr. J. B. STRICKLAND, who came from his Switzerland, England, Austria, Germany Italy, Liechtenstein,
-LEVY
JOHN
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
college
State
Maryland
at
post
being in Crump Hospital for severil days,—and it's also good to
Monaco, France, Belgium and Luxembourg.
of Ney York who are managers of Cannonball.
know, Mrs. MARIE ADAMS is off the sick list.
It was otha Sawyer Jr's birthday and what's a better way
with
conversation
animated
Localites dining and enjoying
Miss BETTY JOHNSON of Philadelphia, is visiting her pacelebrate than at a surprise birthday party. That's what Nik
to
LONGINO
rents, Mr. and Mrs. ALTON JOHNSON on Kyle. Betty is a Y- the artists were cousins of Charles, Mr. and Mrs.
spirators, JIMMY ELLIS and BETTY KING, along with 0th4.
Teen Director in the YWCA, and formerly worked in that capa- COOKE, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. JOSEPH ATKINS, JOHN R. AR- mother, Mrs. VIRGIE SAWYER, thought when they planned
NOLD, president of the Winqmere where the group appeared,
city here.
the party held at the Sawyer home on Dunnavant.
Mrs. L. C. PATTERSON, Jr., has returned to her home in and PERRY ALLEN of WLOK.
Red and white, the colors of the Lincoln University honorLos Angeles after visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. CLEO
Stopping by after dinner were Dr. and Mrs. L. L. Atkins, ee's fraternity, Kappa Alpha Psi, were used artistically to decBUFORD on Modder and her mother-in-law, Mrs. L. C. PAT- Mrs. Eldridge Tarpley and Mrs. CATHERINE JOHNSON.
orate the downstairs playroom of the house. There was a hugs
TERSON, on Estill. Much of her time was spent with her sisMrs. ALVIN H. CRAWFORD and her two young children, red and white birthday cake which said, "Kappa Says Happy
ter and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. ELBERT BETEET and CAROL KIMBERLY and ALVIN, Jr., are visiting her parents
Birthday," red and white streamers and red and white balloons
Mr. and Mrs. HAROLD JAMISON on Quinn.
all givin ga festive air and music and plenty of food for the
Mrs. Crawford came here from Boston where her husband, young guests many of wriom were college students to enjoy.
Wile Preservers
BRENDA ANN SAWYER, also a Lincoln University.student,
Dr. Crawford, whom you will recall was the first Negro to be
graduated from the University of Tennessee Medical School, assisted her mother in hosting and guests were: DAN HANhas been interning. Dr. Crawford is going to sea duty with the COCK home from Morehouse, SIMONE McANULTY, a Fisk
student; GILDA LEE, DIANE WESTBROOK, Dillard; .J(1..
United States Navy.
university; PATRICIA McCarol Kimberly and Alvin, Jr., will also be visiting their SEPH STOVALL, Texas. Southern
CLELLAN, Spelman; JOYCE COCHRANE, JOHN MILAM,
paternal grandmother, Mrs. IRMA OYSTERN.
ESTONIA SAUNJ
Mrs. J. B. BOYD is home after attending the National Memphis State; LELA SWEET, Spelman;
WALTER RAGSDALE, ERParents Teachers Convention and visiting many friends in Mi- DERS, Tennessee State university;
NEST BELL and DON COOK from Lincoln; ERNEST MILLER,
ami, Ft. Lauderdale and Delray Beach, Florida.
NORMAN REYNOLDS,
In Ft. Lauderdale, Mrs. Boyd was the houseguest of Mr. MINNIE ETHEL WALKER, LeMoyne;
GARRETT, BOB CUNNINGInsert o 10" piece of lead pipe into
and Mrs. SAM FORD, Jr., son and daughter-in-law of Mr. and Bruce Boyd, Jr., LAWRENCE
Fisk; and PETE CLEMENT.
rolls of was paper, etc., in wall disMrs. SAM FORD of Memphis. Mrs. Boyd was entertained by HAM, THEODORE PICKETT,
pensers. Keeps them put, lets you
Mrs. CARRIE M. SCOTT, a cashier at Universial Life kk
ALFORD of Dioni Island, Miami Beach and
KATHERINE
Mrs.
tear off materials neatly, easily.
has returned from Miami Beach, Fla., whit.
by Mr. and Mrs. JOSHUA WELLS in their beautiful home sur- surance company,
she attended the Baptist World Alliance, where 90 nations were
roundede by pineapple and cocoanut trees.
enrolled.
Upon returning home, Mrs. Boyd, found her cousin, Mrs. represented and 17,300 delegates
Know Your Negro History
At the conclusion of the meeting, Mrs. Scott went on a four .
visiting her. Mrs. Young is the wife
Between 1910 and 1940, the INEZ YOUNG of St. Louis,
Bahamas.
of RUFUS YOUNG, principal of Enright Middle School in St. to Nassau, the
proportion of Southern Negroes
Mrs. Scott is a member of St. John Baptist Church, Vance
the St. Louis delegation of
chaperoned
who
Young
Mrs.
Louis.
from
living in cities increased
the Jack and Jills to the Regional Meeting here stayed over to Avenue.
22 per cent to 37.3 per cent.

SAT(.

•••••••••••••••11•11•11 ERS did. They were the week-end guests of Dr. and Mrs. E. her aunt, Mrs. IRMA WILHITE on Neptune.
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Merry Go-Round
▪

By Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson

IN • 111 II • II •II
• II II • II II • II ••
LAWS
BY ERMA LEE
ERMA LEE LAWS
(Guest Columnist)
Mr. and Mrs. LONZO HICKERSON on Fifth Avenue, hosted their annual Fourth of July back yard picnic with family and
friends to enjoy the succulent ribs, homemade ice cream and
all the other fare one should have for a picnic. Those partaking
of the fingerlicking ribs and enjoying the good companionship
were: Mrs. ETHEL SMITH and her daughter, Miss VELMA
LOIS JONES; Mrs. MARIE WARDLOW, Mr. and Mrs.
GEORGE FULLER, Miss MARGARET MANN, who is a stirdent at Memphis State; and DOROTHY JEAN MANN and
BENNY MANN, Jr. from Brownsville.
It was Dutch Treat at the Bey Street home of Mr. and Mrs.
PERCY HUNT on the Fourth with the hostess and gu-..ts preparing their favorite dish, one prepared the barbecued chicken,
homemade ice cream, cake, potato salad and other picnic foods.
Enjoying this treat were Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Isabel, Sr.,
and their daughter, MARILYN, who is a June graduate of
Tuskegee where she reigned as "Miss 'Tuskegee," Mr. and Mrs.
McCANN L. REID, and PERCY HUNT, JR.
What's a better way to enjoy a holiday than picnicking in

•"7
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THE MOTHERS
The bride's mother more a
blue lace dress with blue accessories and an orchid.
Mrs. Harris, mother of the
groom wore a brown and blue
two piece dress, beige accessorb,
•
wedMiss Linnie B. Thamas andi
Jesse Parker was the best ies and an orchid.
YOUNG-THOMAS WEDDING — Pictured following the Young-Tnomas
The reception was held imBen Young were married re-. m an and the ushers were Willie
Vollentine Baptist Church are members of the wedding
the
at
recently
ding
cently in a candlelight cere- G reen, Tommie Guy. Readus mediately following the cerm
party. Left to right are, Miss Helen Evans, Chicago; Miss Mae Ruth Donmony at the Vollentine Baptist Smith, and Sam White.
mony in the church dining
Church.
Officiating was the Rev. W
, •
0
P. Dixon.
The bride is the daughter of
r'"'""'""•••ve••••,-....
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Thomas.
Mr. Young is the son of Mrs.
Sadie Harris and the late Mr.
Joe Young.
She wore a gown of white
satin covered with organza. The,
bodice was trimmed with sequins and pearls with touches
of the sequins and pearls on
the skirt of the dress. Ste also
carried
cascade bouquet of
white orchids and white daisies.
BRIDESMAIDS
The matron of honor was Mrs.
Dorothy Sanders, cousin of the
bride, who wore a green peau
de soi gown.
The bridesmaids were Miss
M..e Ruth ponelson, Miss Ethel
Sawyer of-St. Louis, Missouri,
Miss Helen Evans of Chicago,
Illinois, and Mrs. Annie Dixon
Hall; all of whom wore maize
peau de soi dresses. Miss Dawn
MEMPHIS, TENN.
From Spain
Bolton and Miss Detria Bolton,
flower girls, wore yellow organfree Perking in Front end Rear oi Store
dy dresses.

Miss Linnie Thomas 1
Bride OfBen Young

Cra
elson; Miss Ethel Sawyer, St. Louis; Mrs. Annie D. Hall; the bride and
groom, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Young; Jesse Parker, best man; Sam White:
Readus Smith; Tommie Guy; and Willie Green.
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REDUCTIONS

in the initial styling through July 20th

IMPORTED

Mt. Pisgah CME church will •
observe annual Men's Day on
Hair Pieces •
Sunday, July 18, and will begin
the special features during a
fellowship breakfast to be held
from 7 to 8:45 A.M.
Guest speaker at the morn.
12g service starting at 10:35
will be Dr. Earnest A. Smith,
president of Rust college in
Holly Springs, Miss.
A musical program will be
given by the men at 3 P.M. The
public is invited to all services
of the day.
Leroy Suttles is general
chairman of Men's Day, and
Rev. D. S.' Cunningham is pastor of the church.
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Private Fitting Booth
• Free Home Consultation
• Up to 24 Month Financing

"America's Original Sparkling Malt Liquor"
CHAMPALE is hke nothing else you ever tasted —
except champagne! Sparkles a meal, a moment, or
a midnight snack. Buy it wherever bier is sold.

Always insist on the one, the only, the original
CHAMPALE..."America's Largest.Selling Sparkling
Malt Liquor:*•.1••01.00,1 MM., Or s,. we. IOM..

To ,
seam
With

No Payment 'Til Sept. 1, 1965

Distributed by

A. S. BARBORO, INC. 119 St. Paul Ave. Jackson 7-6813
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Teenage Marriages
Have Slim Chance
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Football Star Will
Claim Bride Aug. 14

WINSTON SALEM, N. C. — that they wadted specific infor(1CPP1 — If young people mation on contraception and
learn what marriage is like be- 1
fore they walk down the aisle, sex.
there may be fewer unhappy Doctors in the state reported
marriages, fewer
divorces. that the most frequent quesThis is the view of Mrs. Ethel thins they got from married
Nash. Assistant Professor of
couples related to sexual adPreventive Medicine at the
Bowman Gray School of Medi- )Ustment: Women were most
often distressed about fears of
cinr, Winston-Salem, N. C.
pregnancy, and both men and
As the marriage age in the :
women were concerned that
U.S: falls — and Mrs Nash
they were not receiving the desays that more marriage liwed amount of affection from
censes are issued to girls of
their
18 than to any other age group ; too, spouses. They worried.
about their inability to
—the divorce rate goes up. One
in every two teenage mar- communicate to each other
riages breaks up as compared meaningfully.
with one in five in the rest of
MARIAGE DEMANDING
If young people can be helpthe population. Why?
For one thing, Mrs. Nash told ed to see that stress is an inthe Information Center on Pop- evitable part of marriage.
ulation Problems, our young they may be better able to
people are ill-informed about handle it, says Mrs. Nash, who
the realities of marriage. is one of the nation's leading
While many high schools give marriage counselors.
courses in driver education, Two young people who have
cooking and sewing, few have never had to decide anything
even one in which sex and more earth-shaking than what
marriage are discussed.
to do on Saturday night, when
IGNORANCP, NOT BLISS
married will have to face up
Young people recognize their to such problems as sexual adignorance. When Mrs. Nash justment, how to run -a housenod a colleague asked a cross- hold, what to spend a slim budsect ion of college students get on, how In-laws should be
throughout North Carolina what treated, what contraceptive
information they most wanted method to use, how many chilas they prepared for marri- dren to have, and when to start
age, virtually all responded having them.

Mr. and Mrs. Lieutenant ployed as a social worker with
Wilks of 1038 Leath announce the Cook County Welfare dethe engagement of their daugh- partment in Chicago.
ter, Miss Rosa M. Wilks, to Mr. Broussard is a graduate
Herbert L. Broussard of Hous- of Texas Southern university in
ton, Texas.
Houston where he expects to
Mrs. Samuel I. Brisco of 1045 lion.
Miss Wilks is a graduate of complete work on his master of Mr. and Mrs. Julius William Mr. Kemp is a graduate of
Saunders of 2748 Select an- Canon McMillian Senior High :la
Speed announces the engage- Mr. Woods is a graduate of Manassas High school where arts degree in
TAKE UP NOTES TODAY
the fall.
ounce the engagement of their school in Pennsylvania. He is
ment of her daughter, Miss Melrose High school and at- she was a member of the Dou- He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs.
BAL.
NOTES
Rosslind Yvonne Williams, to tend Tennessee State university ble Ten Society, an NDCC spon- Nathan Broussard of Houston daughter, Miss Elizabeth Ann presently a sophomore at Ten- '<
S Oel Kraft Woods of Detroit, in Nashville before enlisting in sor, and queen of the, Ole -And a member of the Houston Saunders, to Leslie Owen nessee State university and is ,-<< 64 CHEV., 2 Dr
1695
59.1.2
the U.S. Army.
Kemp. son of Mr. and Mrs. Jim- majoring in sociology.
Timers' club.
M .
63 CHEV., Cons
1595
professional
54.13
football my Payne of Pittsburgh, Pa.
The wedding will take place She was graduated from Ten- Oilers
i
62 CHEV., Cons
A former Memphian, Mr. on
1450
57.00
Saturday, August 1, in the nessee A de I State university team.
The wedding will take place
4‹ 58 CHEV., 2 Dr. H.T
Woods is the son of Mr. and Lane Avenue
.595
....... 2134
The couple will be wed here
Baptist
57 CHEV., 2 Dr.. H
Marcellus Woods, Sr., of with the bride-elect's church, where she was elected "Miss in Memphis at St. Anthony Ca- on Sunday. Aug. 1, at Mt. Pis- Know Your Negro History
26.10 >>
grandfa- Freshman" and became a
gab CME church at 2490 Park
61
856 Buntyn St.
PONT.,
4
Dr.,
H.T
..47.36
ther, Rev. Williams, officiating. member of Alpha Kappa Alpha tholic church on Saturday, Aug. ave.
The bride is the granddaugh- After a
62
DODGE,
2
Illinois'
population
Negro
rose
Dr.
14.
31.57 >>.
short wedding trip, sorority.
Miss Saunders is the grandler of Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Wil- the couple
61 FORD Convt,
35.52
will live in Detroit, Miss Wtlks is presently ern- They plan to live in Houston. daughter of Mrs. Johnella 61 per cent between 1950 and
liams and the late Mr. and Mich.,
64 MONZA Coupe
1960.
49.50
where Mr. Woods is a
Brown and the late Rev. WilMrs. Sidney Rogers.
62 CHEVY II
technician with the Chrysler
32.98
liam Brown, and of Mr. and SMALL DOWN PAYMENTS
She is a graduate of Manas- Motor corporation.
Mrs. Isaac Saunders.
Pretty white asbastas siding 5
Owe to much on your present car? We will odd
sas High school and was finish- Miss Williams has been emShe is the great-granddaugh- room home. Near school, con- 1 .<
bolonc• to one of these fin. tors.Financing We
ed with honors from Runt col- ployed as a member of the fabus
venient
lines,
to
shoppingl
ter of the late Atty. and Mrs.
Problem - Service Men Welcome. - SEE
lege, Holly Springs, Miss., with culty of Grant Elementary
Anderson Brown of Little Rock, center. Will show any time. 479
information.
for
more
Call
Ark.
JOHN HUSTON
RUBYE BREWER REALTY —,
A graduate of Father BerI
›.
685-9814
r
trand High school, the bride420 DERMON BUILDING r
elect is a sophomore at Ten- If need three bedrooms, 1 e t
DAVID WELCH
>>
nessee State university in Nash- me show you this one. Beautiville, where she is majoring in ful floors. Owner will decorate <
political science.
to suit you.
740 Union
527.2664
She reigned as "Princess RUBYE BREWER REALTY
Fix-Up" of 1963 and was a de)(VVVVI
DERMON
420
BLDG.
VVVI nit y\l/V•VAMV\yAyp\y‘
Miss Regenia Faye McGlaun The bride-elect was graduated
butante in 1964.
685-8914
•nd Wayne Clark Jefferies will from the Cass Technical High
-1 married August 14.
School in Detroit, -and obtained
ouneement of their en- a B.S. degree, cum laude from
ent is made by her par- Lane College, where she was
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jeff- a member of Delta Sigma Theta
ries of Birmingham, Alabama. Sorority, I n c . , Pan-Hellenic
Council, Student National Education Association, and Young
Women's Senate.
She was also elected to "Who's
There is no telling what some Who in American Colleges and
Universities."
people will press into service for
Mr. Jeffries was graduated
home construction.
from Parker High School at
One family in Milan, Italy,
Birmingham. He is a senior at
was found living in a shack
Lane College, where he is a
made of aerial bombs, accordof the young Men's
ing to an article in Coronet member
Senate, Lane College Traveling
magazine.
Omega Psi Phi FraInvestigation revealed some Choir and
ternity.
of the bombs were still live.
Miss McGlaun is presently liv• • •
aunt, Mrs. Charlene
There also is the case of ing with her
Oswald Young of Petersburg, M. Turner of 1650 Rozelle Cove.
Va., who, for $45 bought 2.000
used tomb stones and built a
two-story, seven-room hous e,
doubtless to say the only one of
its kind in .the world.
HOW TO MAKE THE NEW DRINK
• • •
then there was a thirsty
named Kelly who in 1906
built Lis house in Rhyolite, Nev.,
from thousands of beer bottles.
• • •
The house is a living example,
of the thirst of its inhabitants
who drank beer because it was
cheaper than water.

Lane Grad To Be
Wed On August 14

CHIP BARWICK
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SMIRNOFF MULE

WE GUARANTEE THE LOWEST PRICES OF ANY
COMPARABLE WIG ANYWHERE

SO. WHAT'S NEW?
A Chicago firm has come up
with . a twist on the familiar
jigsew puzzle. One puzzle in a
series, for example, is made
up of 34 animal shapes.
Tl trick is to fit the animals,
by their shapes alone, into the
one ":and only interlocking arrangement.
Don't expect the shape of the
puzzle when completed to be
rectangular like a regular jtgss-apuzzle when completed to
btMetangular like a regular
jigsaw puzzle. You'll have a
complete, recognizable picture,
but it will be cluster-shaped.
Thin, the name of the game,
"Cluster Puzzles."

Pour a jigger of Smirnoff
over ice. Add juice of
1/4 lime. Fill Mule mug
or glass with 7-Upz to
your taste. Delicious!
No wonder this new
party drink is sweeping
the country.Try a
Smirnoff Mule tonight.
itswinge

Register for FREE Wig to be given away July 23, 1965
Corn. in today 1 register

MEMPHIS WIG WAM
Z0 roinfort• crotch and V-thotk
otiento, lay the scram flat and cover
willh a Dior* of twill tap*. Restitti
Ihsouph ,,am and tap*.

It leaves you breathless* svIRNorr
,ROM GRAIN. Sit

PITRRE SMIRNOFF

VODKA RD AND tOO PROOF. DISTILLED
HARTFORD, CONN.

rLs. (DIVISION or HrtreitiN).
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Zambia Youths
Attend Open
Air School
FORT JAMESON, Zambia —
(NPI) — A determination
there'll be no "drop-outs" curtailing their education, even
under adverse conditions and
the apparent lack of interest
among adults, 140 youths gathered here under a tree to "attend school."
Ninety boys and 50 girls study and recite their day's lessons in the only open air school
in the Eastern province.
Josefe school in Chief Kakumbi's area in the Laungwa
valley, is operated under the
trusteeship of the Zambian diocese by the Rev. Father Mudgord.
It started in 1959 with eight
children and was housed in a
pole and dagga building. The
building collapsed in a heavy
storm. Now, lessons are in the
open air.
Headmaster Nicholas Chiza
ha explained: "Parents were
asked to rebuild the school on
a self-help basis but had refused."
/

SNOWBALLS IN JULY — Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Withers
visited former Memphians Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Robinson and their children when they were in Denver, Colo.
earlies this month, and here they are seen playing with
snow in the Colorado mountains during the visit. From

left are Mrs. Withers, Mr. and Mrs. Robinson, and Mr.
Withers, mho set his camera in a snow bank to take photograph with timer. Standing in front of the adults are the
Robinson's children, Raymond, Jr., and Nevall. (Withers
Photo)

Guard Family
After Dentist
Wins Vote Race

' PONTIAC, Mich. —
A squad car has been patrol_A.
'Beach State Lodge at Zion, I11.1
ling a racially mixed neighborSigns
esereotr
feathte sometn
inegaIPact
The atpurtr
eta
hood after threats of death
emphian Attends AKA'
were received following the, enorth of Chicago on Lake Mich- With
lection of a Negro dentist to
igan, was to bring the underthe local board of education.
graduate philosophies and fra- NEW YORK — (UPI) —
ternal practices in line with Grace Bumbry, the mezzo-so- Anonymous telephone calls
received by Dr. Robert
Miss Dianne Gray Reid, a only, was present at an Un- world-wide affairs as they must prano from St. Louis who won l wereTurpin, 42. and his wife,
R.
member of Delta Kappa chap-Aergraduate Leadership school be faced today and in the years fame in Europe, has been signed to a contract by the Metro- Betty, threatening the family
ter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sor- held July 7-9 at the Illinois to come.
Problems such as rushing. politan Opera, it was announc- with death if he ran for the
board of education seat.
pledging, initiation, and other ed.
concerns of the American fra- Miss Bumbry made her de- Turpin, who ran with the enternal system were also exam- hut as Amneris in "Aida" at dorsement of the Pontiac Eduassociation and the Ponined.
the Paris Opera in 1960 and cation
To encourage physical fit- won world attention with her tiac Federation of Teachers,
ness, a variety of recreation- Venus in the Bay-reuth "Tann. polled 2,824 votes.
al activities were planned and hauser" in 1961. The protege of A note, wrapped around a
included ping-pong, swimming, Lotte Lehmann .. appeared in rock' tossed into his window
CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONERS
night after he won the electennis, boating and hiking.
New York in a song recital in the
tion, and signed, "R. E.
includProgram
participants
1963
2 H.P. To Cool 1200 Sq. FT. Home
I Venge," read:
ed Miss Elizabeth Dyer. chatr$449 Installed
"I said, don't run and you
man of the National Pan-Hel-.
212 H.P. To Cool 1500 Sq. FT. Home
die: so keep a close eye on
lenic Conference, Cincinnati;
I your wife and children, beDr. Eleanor Ison, undergradu$549 Installed
cause one of you is going to be
ate
program
adviser
and
diHorne
3 H.P. To Cool 1800 Sq. FT.
dead by Saturday."
rector of Leadership School,
$649 Installed
Turpin's four children are
Washington, D.C.; Miss Mari4 H.P. To Cool 2100 Sq. FT. Home
watched on their way to and
lyn
N'incent, undergraduate
from school by police and a
second vice president, Detroit,
$749 Installed
squad car is patrolling in the
and Mrs. Julia B. Purnell. genvicinity of the Turpin home.
eral president of the sorority,
FREE Estimates • Phone 948-0904 Days
Baton Rouge, La.
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MAY DAY MFG. CO.
1047 Florida Street

California's Negro population
rose 90 per cent between 1950!
and 1960. This increase wagt
the largest for any state.
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GRACE BUMBRY

CIO'11"
GET INTO
BUSINESS
FOR
YOURSELF.

BUILD A
PROFITABLE ROUTE
THAT WILL PAY YOU
CASH WEEKLY...

specting the garbage areas
and requesting improvements.
Next week letters of warning
are being sent to about 200
persons who allow unsanitary
conditions to develop.
Mrs. Anne Shafer, Chairman
of the City Beautiful Commission, said "Some of our citiThe City Beautiful Commis- sion is also cracking down on zens need to develop civic
unsanitary
have
residents
who
campaign
pride. I have investigated situsion is engaged in a
this month to improve the garbage conditions. This week ations where residents just
are
Commissioners
the
some
of
areas
dumped their garbage on the
condition of the garbage
in residences and business in going from house to house in- ground or put it in paper sacks
Memphis. Those who have the
to be strewn throughout the
cleanest garbage areas will reneighborhood. We cannot establish self-respecting caLrnuceive awards and those who
have the most unsanitary garnities with this kind of Wt."
bage areas will receive warnCommissioner Sisson said,
ings.
NEW YORK — (NPI) —Dr. "Our fine sanitation crews will
Judges of the cleanest gar- Marguerite Cartwright, teach- cooperate in every way to
bage area contest will be the er, lecturer and journalist, has make Memphis the nation's
men who know it best — Com- returned from a tour of Asia cleanest city, but it also remissioner Pete Sisson's sanita- and other points around the quires the backing of concerntion crews. Each crew chief world. Away since March, Dr. ed citizens who take their citiwill report to the City Beauti- Cartwright flew directly to zenship seriously."
ful Commission the best on his Tokyo where she was guest of
Winners of the contest for
route. Every resident in the the Japanese government.
the cleanest garbage area will
city will be in the contest com- Dr. Cartwright also visited
be announced at the end of the
peting against his neighbors. Kyoto and Okinawa, where she
month.
There will be about 160 win- was entertained by the deputy
ners.
administrator and other rankAwards will he based on gen- ing members of the military
eral repair and neatness, suf- group before going on to For44
ficient regulation 20 'gallon mosa.
PRIZEWINNER — Donald Fos- containers, tightly covered lids, Government officials escortter, 11-year-old son of Mr. and consideration of neighbors and ed the visitors to all parts of
surrounding the island, including a trip by
and
Mrs. Cleave Foster of 1481 S. collectors,
Third 'St. was the third place beauty. Every home is requir- army plane to Quemoy. Other
winner in the Newsboys Con- ed by ordinance to have con- stops included Hongkong, Bangtest for the month of June. tainers and the average family kok, Rangoon, New Delhi and
Donald a seventh grade stu- of five should have a minimum Taj Mahal, which she describdent at Lincoln Junior High of three regulation 20 gallon ed as "all I expected and then
some."
scho,
ol
receives his papers containers.
from field manager Andrew
HOUSE TO HOUSE
Enroute home she stopped in
Blakley each week.
The City Beautiful Commis- Moscow and London.

Sanitation Crews To
Cite Best On Routes

DRAPERY VALANCE
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WINS SECOND PRIZE —
Lewis Jennings, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ceroy Watkins of 197$
Warren St., won the eight dollar second prize in the TriState Defender Newsboy contest for June. He is a sixth
grade student at Dunn Avenue
Elementary school.

L

11..-1

READY TO HANG

IN A FEW HOURS YOU CAN BUILD A SMALL BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN...
START TODAY

Address

%milli) 0, DI(PAU ao4 Tillman received a
warning from Mrs. T. C. Matthews, one of
the Commissioners.

INVITATION TO FLIES — Garbage in paper sacks littering the ground in the target
of the City Beautiful crack-down this month,
and the owner of this garbage area in the

Returns From
World Tour

Know Your Negro History

NT 3E VSE

riii

The City Beautiful Commission will make
awards to the person who has the cleanest
garbage area in each community.

ON INSPECTION TOUR — Commissioner
T. C. Matthews is shown inspecting a garbage area in the Binghampton community.
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TUSKEGEE BOOK DISPLAY — Four Tuskegee Institute students browse through
some of the more than 2,000 books from
leading U.S. publishers on display in the
Hollis Burke Frissell library. The book exhibit, covering all subjects and interests

ranging from those of seventh graders
through college age, is sponsored by the
School of Education and the library. The
books will be on display during regular
hours through July 23.

CHARTERS PRESENTED — Mr. Earnest
Abrom, assistant principal of Melrose High
School, and Central District Organization
and Extension Chairman of the Memphis
Boyscouts Association, is pictured presenting troop and pack charters to Mrs. Willie
I). Jackson, manager of Fowler Housing Ad.
ministration. Mr. Abrom stated, "Scouting
is very much needed in the Memphis area.

White Cops With Guns Picket N. Y.
City Hall; CORE Counterpickets

41

Fraternity Suspension Called
Punishment For Pledging Negrc

NEW YORK — Members of president of sigma Chi, denli
NEW YORK — The increas- rescinding of a week-long sus- ers.
ingly urgent issue of a police pension of Patrolman Henry Only a few hours after the Stanford University's Sig ma In the article that Washington
civilian review board was spot- Martinez over the fatal shooting demonstration ended, Edward Chi fraternity chapter believe pledging caused the suspensioi
Wade claims the chapter wi
lighted when a City Council of Lester Long, Jr., a Negro. Carter, president of the CORE
the recent suspension of disciplined for regarding ti
meeting to consider such le- In Paterson, Passaic County group, was arrested for inter- that
gislation was picketed by some CORE picketed the Alexander ceding to protest brutality in their charter by the fraternity's national organization with cot
5,000 white members of the Hamilton Hotel during a speech the arrest to two Negro robbery national office was "punish- tempt, ignoring rituals am
Benevolent As- by Governor Hughes and then suspects. He was jailed after ment" for pledging a Negro, a maintaining "the dirtiest fr
Patrolmen's
national magazine said.
ternity house I have evt
sociation — armed with their marched to police headquart- refusing to post bail.
revolvers.
An article in the current is- seen."
CORE counterpickets marchsue of Look Magazine reports Stanford sigma Chis clab
ed in support of the pending
on the controversy that erupt- Wade's reasons are not valh
legislation.
ed when the Stanford group They point out that a lent
'
pledged 19-year-old Kenneth M. from Wade, received in 1964 1
Main target of police epithets ,
response to an earlier effort I
Washington last spring.
was CORE National Director
Harry V. Wade, national pledge a Negro, stated:
James Farmer, who had pleadto be of has been an open secret to
appeared
it
Although
ed unsuccessfully for disarming the cops during the demon- no real stirprise to the Holly- many syndicated columnists.
wood "klan" when Oscar-win- The most recent item revealed
stration.
Newspaper reporters could ner Sidney Poitier walked arm that Miss Carroll was wearing
count no more than three Ne- and arm into LaScala Restau- Poitier's ring. It has also been
gro policemen among the 5,000 rant with Diahann Carroll an- rumored that the handsome
pickets. The Negro policemen's nounced that they were "offi- couple have already selected
organization, the Guardians, re- cially" engaged, thousands of their future love nest—a $300,000 home high In the Hollywood
cently went on record favoring
Poitier's fans across the coun- Hills. Wedding has been plana civilian review board.
shocked.
were
try
ned for early fall.
Demands for a police civilian
review board also were dra- The reason for the emotional
the
from
fact
matized by CORE demonstra- indigestion came
tions in Newark, N.J. and in that Poitier is still married to
his present wife, Juanita,
Paterson.
of his four young daughSome 500 persons marched mother
seated, are Mrs. Kathryn Nelson, model; through the downtown area to ters. However speculation is
Mrs. Hazel Guy, chairman; and Mrs. Lula a rally at which leaders of NeM. Hill, model. Standing is Mrs. Robert wark-Essex CORE spoke on the
Thomas, narrator. Other models were Mrs. urgency of civilian review.
Mary Lou Carter, Miss Jerrine Liggins,
The march, climaxing a serMrs. Wilma Clay and Leo Hunter. Rev. E. ies of street rallies, followed
L. Slay is pastor of the church.

Sidney Poitier Sets Fall
wedding To Diahann Carroll

n received a
,thews, one of

a

garbage areas
improvements.
ers of warning
to about 200
[low unsanitary
velop.
'ger, Chairman
iutiful Com m isne of our caldevelop civic
ivestigated situresidents just
;arbage on the
in paper sacks
throughout the
We cannot esiecting colonkind of Wt."
Sisson said,
ition crews will
every way to
; the nation's
slit it also reing of concerntake their citihe contest for
hage area will
the end of the

SCOUT LEADER APPOINTED — Joseph A. Fowler Homes
recently organized a new scout troop and cub pack and has
appointed Mrs. Jonnie Rawlings as leader. Mrs. Rawlins, •
devoted civic leader is also P.T.A. president of LaRose
Elementary School. Unit leaders of the Fowler Homes troop
140 are: George Valentine, scoutmaster; William Downing,
cubmaster; Mrs. Ella Stwart, denmother; Mrs. Ruthie
IVilliams, denmother; John Ash, troop commander: George
Smith, troop commander; Mrs. Ruth Tate, secretary; Mrs.
Cleo Gillum; and Oronza Hawkins, assistant scoutmaster.

There are thousands of Negro boys who are
growing up without the proper guidance and
if we expect them to meet the needs of our
changing society and properly assimilate
into its culture ,We must provide constructive programs for them. The scout ing program builds chai acter and citizenship in
young boys."

MODELS AT GREEN TEA — The annual
Green Tea and Fashion show sponsored by
Ebenezer Baptist church was held on the
lawn of the church recently and was sponsored by the Deaconess Board. Mrs. Robert Thomas was narrator for the show, and
guests enjoyed tea and frappe after viewing
beautiful dresses, hats and wigs. From left,

SCLC Stands By Jailed
Minister In Selma, Ala.

JOIN
THE
STAG
LINE

Baptist Broad Men
To Hear Rev. Rowe

First Baptist Church Broad
will observe its annual Men's
Day on Sunday, July 18, in a
special program to be given at
3 P.M.
is charged with using civil
SELMA, Ala. — (UPI) — activity.
The guest speaker will be
the
packed
that
crowd
The
personal
leader
for
rights
money
rights
civil
top
Selma's
Rev. P. L. Rowe, pastor of
was behind bars on a charge of church gave a standing ovation mortgage, clothing and furniture
First Baptist Chelsea, who is a
emblezzling money donated to in support of a telegram to payments.
of Arkansas
the racial cause. Dr. Martin Reese telling him that he had The Grand Jury is continuing former president
DIAHANN CARROLL
State Baptist college.
Luther King's top aide dis- the support of SCLC.
charges,
its probe of the other
counted the charge and said the "We may fight and fuss be- and Baker said that the sum in- Music will be furnished by
the male groups of Pilgrim that terms for the divorce have
Rev. F. D. Reese was free to hind closed doors among our- volved could reach $60,000.
Rest Baptist and the Bell been made, with a large setspend the money as he saw fit. selves, but that's family busiReese was the second Negro
tlement agreed upon for PoiReese, was arrested and in- ness," Abernathy told the meetBaptist churches.
Mount
leader arrested within two weeks
dicted by a Dallas County Grand ing.
Taylor is general tier's first family.
A.
John
Greer,
William
Ezra
Selma.
in
Jury on three counts of embez- Abernathy told the Negroes
The Carroll-Poitier romance,
41, was charged June 25 with chairman of Men's Day.
• zling civil rights funds. Reese is what King had said earlier that "Fondling" young girls and poshead of the Dallas County Vot- SCLC has opened its own probe
obscene material, and
ers League, a group affiliated of the affair. In his own state- sessing
with King's Southern Christian ment from Atlanta, King said also was under investigation in
Leadership Conference (SCLC). "at this time we have had no connection with the funds.
SCLC aides indicated that reason to doubt either the interthey would seek to meet the ests or the integrity of Dr.
$5.000 bond set in Reese's case Reese," and called it "signifiKindly send me the Tri-State
and have him freed from jail. cant that Rev. Reese's arrest
SCLC treasurer Ralph Aber- was made by the same oppresDefender to address below
nathy flew to Selma to reunite sive forces which have suppres• ST. LOUIS — The fatal police
civil rights workers. He made sed the freedom and advance- shooting of Melvin Cravens, a
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
emotional appeal to some 400 ment of Alabama Negroes."
Negro robbery suspect, climaxNegroes in a rally in Brown The charges against Reese ing increasing complaints about
were signed by Selma public police brutality, brought a deChapel.
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
"I'm not saying he did or did safety director Wilson Baker, mand by St. Louis CORE for
TO
not steal, but we must confirm who said the original complaints a police civilian review board.
our faith in him until they were filed by Negroes within "Whether or not all charges
come up with something else," the civil right movement.
of police misconduct can be
Baker said he h ad worked on -Abernathy shouted.
adequately verified, the fact re- 1
"Reverend Reese didn't have the case with state investigators mains that the incidence of
Zone Ne
Street Address
Gov.
George
with
to steal. It's our money. If he conferring
police brutality in the Negro 1
State
FranSan
to
flying
and
Wallace
City
wanted it, we'll give it to him."
into areas is far too high," said
Abernathy demanded to know cisco last week to check
Lucian Richards, chairman of
which
contributions
California
the names of Reese's Negro ac•
St. Louis CORE.
• cusers and charged the indict- might have gone astray.
returned
conindictments
and
The
"divide
a
were
ments
quer" tactic mounted by Ala- were based on three checks
bama segregationists because drawn by Reese on a Monts°.
of peak Negro voter registration mery hank. Baker said Reese
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Locating Atom Smasher Here marriage
Would Bring More Industries Links Iwo

Williams Shade and Awning

FOR THAT NEW LOOK IN WINDOW TREATMENT

Nations

Beginning in 1910 the Williams
I Shade and Awning Company has
By Rep. GEORGE GRIDER search that enabled this nation location of several hundred
devoted fifty-live years to specito be the first to produce atom- scientists in our community
Memphis is making a major
ic weapons, and that developed would stimulate cultural acti- PARIS — (NPI) — Six heads alizing in Window Treatments,
for the world's biggest
such peaceful uses as power vities. The advantages cannot of independent African nations !Floor Coverings, Awnings and
itom smasher, a 280-million- production, cobalt treatment for
were on hand last week for a for fifty-five years has been
be overemphasized.
!oiler proton accelerator to be
wedding ceremony which link serving a clientele within a radicancer as well as isotopes for
HUNDREDS
BIDDING
Enonstructed by the Atomic
ed the families of the present us of a hundred and fifty miles
use in farming and industry.
The
AEC's
decision
is
severrgy Commission.
chiefs of states of two French- of Memphis with nothing but top
The Mid-South needs scientiLast week I was happy to fic research and development. al months away. More than a speaking African nations.
quality merchandise.
hundred
cities
are
bidding
for
oin a group of city and coun- Location of this laboratory in
The ceremony in St. Peterli
The "know-how" gained durthis
competilaboratory;
the
y officials and business and our area would generate an inchurch, Neuilly, united in wed- ing these fifty-five years in winducation leaders in making dustrial expansion such as we tion is intense. Whether we lock
Guillaume
Houphouetdow treatments both interior
he Memphis presentation be- have never seen. The number win or lose, however, the Mem- Boigny, son of President Felix
exterior has placed this
ore the AEC. During my years of employes in private indus- phis' bid has been good for Houphouet-Boigny, Ivory Coast, and
company in a position to serve
a local government and the tries related to electronics in our community.
and Miss Christiane Herve-DuWe have seen enthusiasm pentier, niece of President Ni- its customers efficiently and
,ast six months as Shelby places such as Huntsville,
economically. They carry noth7ourity's representative i 13 Ala., now exceeds those on and hometown pride as we point cholas Grunitzky, Togo.
ing but name brands and nationVashington, I have never seen their Government payrolls.
up the advantages of Memphis The groom, a graduate stually advertised merchandise
finer spirit of co-operation aA facility such as this pro- to these scientists who are dent of law, is employed by from the best known manufactunong the citizens of our COMfaced
with
selecting
a
site
for
the Banque de France. His rers. Such products as DuPont's
ton accelerator will mean more
nunity.
payrolls. But the long-range the laboratory.
bride is a native of Paris.
TONTINE, Joanna
Western
Federal officials were high- benefits to our colleges and Best of all, It means that
Photo By Rod Phillips
Attending the ceremony were Shades, Airlume Awnings and
y impressed with the speed universities and to our young Memphis is looking to the fuCarpets.
Premier Moise Tshombe, Con- Venetian Blinds, Armstrong and
beautihn
Treatments
and
The home of the latest Window
t which the city and county people a r e incalcula'ole. The ture.
go-Leo; President Diori HamaCongoleum
Nairn
floor
cover:evernments acted to make
ni, Nigeria; Maurice Yameogo,
ings as well as Roxbury, Firth 59 away from home. There is no quality of merchandise at the difficult problems, always at
uch land as they might reUpper Volta; Leon Mba, Gafor this serv- very lowest possible price coni- prices that will please you, save
luire avaliable to the A E C
Francois
Tombalaye, and many other carpets and additional charge
bon;
obligation on men.surate with quality and it is you money, and of.eourse all esI no cost.
there
is
no
ice
and
rugs.
Chad; and of course, Grunitzky
customer to have a thor- always their aim and desire to timates without oblig4tion.
Williams
Shade
the
and
Awning
BRING SCIENTISTS
Houphouet-Boigny. also
land
customThis laboratory will be the,
The Williams Shade and AwnIparliamentary leaders of Sene- Company is ahvays on the alert oughly experienced representa- SAVE MONEY for their
ers withant sacrificing quality ing Company. -located at 216
argest and costliest tool for
gal. Mali and Ivory Coast were for the newest items in their tive visit your home.
-cientific research ever built
Their installation department and workmanship.
Present, as well as the entire field, and has many styles of
South Pauline, is always ready
Profiting by their fifty-five and anxious to serve you in any
nywhere. Two thousand sciendecorative shades available to employs only mechanics who
Ivory Coast cabinet.
are
in
a
ists and technicians will be
experience
they
way they can, and when difficult
Representing the French gov- give you something different in are capable in their respective years
mployed, and facilities will be
WASHINGTON — (NPI) — offered them an opportunity to ernment were Michael Habib- window treatments. They also departments. This assures the position to servo you admirably problems confront you, it will
vailable for a thousand addi- They say there's a special tech- learn, without tdition cost, at Deloncle, Secretary of State for offer the "shop-at-home" serv- customer of first class work- well, and before buying any
pay you to get in touch with
ional scientists to do research.
nique for barbering Negroes' t h e Chamberlain Vocational Foreign Affairs and a cabinet ice which permits you to make manship in installation of any of merchandise in their line it will them and secure their expert
t minimum of 3,000 acres is
hair and white experts of the school. Those showing up came member; and Jacques Ofecart, your selections in the quiet and the products carried by this pay you to shop at Williams advice gained through their fif
ieeded for the site.
Shade and Awning Company
convenience of your home and company.
tonsorial art are going to school from various 'tarts of the city. of de Gaulle's staff.
ty-five years of experience
The proton accelerator will to learn it at the expense of Their "customers" were Negro
this also gives you the extra adThe prints purpose of Wit- first. Get the benefit of their adtelephone number is 276,
levelop particle velocities of the Washington school sysem. boys tetween 5 and 18, most off
vantage of blending colors more hams Shade and Awning Com- vice which often times over- Their
street for "free" hail cuts.
00 billion electron volts —six The training period was instithem today.
call
4431,
seemingly
be
comes
what
may
offer
the
highest
harmoniously than trying to do pany is to
- imes that of the most power- tuted so that they can comply,the.
Two Negro barbers also came
ul one now in operation and beginning Sept. 13, with the Dis- to take advantage of the free
hree times that of one now trict Commissioners' recent or- opportunity to learn how to cut,
inder construction in the So- der banning racial discrimina- white people's hair better. There
iet Union.
were no customers for them the
tion in barbering.
Whirling around a circular Th.t.y're learning to "c u t first night.
rack a mile across, fragments against the grain ...", "straight Instructor Benjamin F.
tee
,f atoms will be smashed to- back and then down," instead of Thornton, who teaches during DURHAM, N. C.—"A school
;ether at speeds approaching up; that apart is cut in with the day at Phelps Vocational within a school where students
86,000 miles a second. The the sharp edge of the clippers; high school, said a large propor- study students" might be an
eason for it all is to dig into that barbers have to press down tion of the nearly 50 barbers apt description of the North
sigae up for the lessons so far
he heart of matter to discov- harder, then comb a little.
Carolina College nursery school.
.1- how atoms are joined to- Under the direction of an in- were Negroes. More than 1,000
Majors in nursery school
structor, who moves from chair are licensed in the dittrie_
:ether.
education and students in child
to
chair
inspecting
their
work
BIG EXPANSION.
development courses have an
and offering advice, barbers
This will be basic research
Know Your Negro History opportunity for observation of
werked carefully.
Ind no one knows exactly what
young children to whom they
he scientists will discover. I Some had objected to the rul- A famed free Negro of ti.a are not emotionally tied and
ing
which
threatens
loss
of
liim sere that those who like to
early 19th. century in Illinois to whom they do not have sole
Titicize the 'spending policies cense for shops that discrimin- was George Washington of Ot- responsibility through t h e
they
ate
because,
they
said,
d our Government will cry
terville. who established what nursery school program.
couldn't cut all types of hair, is said to be the first free school A year-round feature of the
with alarm.
Home Economics Department,
But is was basic prysical re- Hence, the board of educationlin Illinois.
the school gives 15 children,
three to five years of age, a
well-rounded program consisting of such activities as supervised play, story time, music
. time, experiences with plants,
animals, forces of nature and
with number concepts.
Directed by Mrs. Imogene
M. Ford, acting chairman of
the; Department of Home Economics with Miss Gaynelle
Cooper as assistant, the nursery school allows students a
chance to discover meaning in
children's actions that they
earism...
may consequently see new
SEE
!meaning in the behavior of adults.
—• e
elevl ile
Mrs. Ford emphasizes, how- - -ever, that "Time spent in the,
WIC"."0"1110P'
10.
Ude
Ir•
.onenursery school is not enough tol
Ae, 110
ensure learning. There should
owooggigiatiorip
be constant interpretation and
.
'
If .• (40411hi ow,
410"..••••
could be extinguished. Most of the residents have moved to
evaluation in class," she states, EVERYONE IS GONE NOW — All 32 families dwelling in
inexpensive
quarters in the Beale Street area. The
other
"so that the learning that takes
St. have
the two apartment units at 603 and 604 Jessamine
ly there will not be a repitireceived help from the local chapter of the Amenvictims
of
all
lost
them
of
many
where
spot
the
moved away from
place will be sound. Consequentcan Red Cross,
belongings in a fire reportedly started when a small
MEMPHIS'
tion of errors or strengthening their
bed and it spread to other units before it
a
fire
to
set
boy
FINEST OUTDOOR,
of misconceptions."
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Offer Lessons For
Integrated Haircuts

N C. College
Nursery Acts
As A Study

SELF -SERVICE

SAVES - U $$$$
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COMPLETELY
LIGHTED, NEW
CAR DISPLAY

The perfect
martini gin
makes a
perfect Salty Dog

"As Modern as
Spacewalking"

bralS

kra
*13

During PRYOR'S

Autopsies RevealNev
Signs In Slain Pa. Trio
PITTSBURGH — (UP) — fact was established by an auThe case of Leroy Scott has topsy.
It was thought Scott also killtaken another strange twist.
ed Godfrey and then was slain
Scott, 25, touched off a five- himself by
police.
hour gun battle early Tuesday But autopsies
disclosed Godafter being ordered out of his
frey, died from a policeman's
girl friend's house by her fabullet and Scott by his own
ther, Aaron Godfrey, 59.
hand.
Godfrey, acting Police lieu- A pathologist's report showed
Coley) Mc- the only bullet found in Godtenant Coleman
IDonough and Scott all lost their frey's body came from a .38gun
fight.
li•el.ts in the
caliber revolver. The four bulScott killed McDonough, 52, lets removed from Scott's chest
with five shots from a semi- came from his weapon, said
automatic .22-caliber rifle. The homicide Capt. Eugene Coon.

SELF.SERVICE SALE
Every CAR —Every EXTRA
Is Greatly Reduced
You Figure Your Own Deal
From Pryor's Outdoor Price
Billboards That Feature
Reduced Prices On Everything.

•
.gram's
utra

Gin

Seagram's
Extra INN
Gin
4..
FREE!
itt,k411.,t

IIASOAS-iI&I LIEuS COMM,.15.0. 10 PIM. DISTILL(' DOT cis. Dislitito foal Ounces ases.

LIFE

28-page booklet "Why Didn't Someone Tell
Me About All These Uses for Vinegar?" Handy
tips and recipes. Write: SPEAS COMPANY,
2400 Nicholson Aye, Kansas City, Missouri.

•

Scholarships Awarded
By National Distillers

Dodge Car Sales Set
New All-Time Record

month dace October, ink
Nichols said. They were dad
per cent higher than the 1140
sales in June of last yang.
Last month's truck salsa
brought the model-year total to
83,556 — 16 per cent more than
the 72,077 sales m the same
period a year ago.
The six-month 1965 total is
57,935 — 13 per cent more than
the 51,286 sales in that Period
last year.

NEW YORK — Two outstand- also active in Harlan High's aning Negro students have been nual science Liirs, and he was
awarded four-year college scho- valedictorian of the graduating DETROIT — Retail sales of They included 18,874 Darts, 17,larships by National Distillers class.
Dodge cars in June were the 517 Coronets and 12,474 Polars
and Chemical Corporation, it 19 MERIT AWARDS
highest for any month in and Monacos.
was announced today.
National
Dodge truck sales of 12,145 in
Distillers
a 1 s o Dodge's 51-year history.
The grants to Edward L. Co- awarded 19 Merit scholarships Dodge General Manager By- June were the highest for any
rey, of New York, and Elliott this year through the National ron J. Nichols announced toC. Small, Jr., of Chicago, are Merit Scholarship Program, day that last month's sales hit
the first to be established by bringing to 162 the number of an all-time high of 48,865,
the company under a new pro- four-year grants it has made breaking the previous monthly
gram to help provide a college since the inception of this pro- sales record of 47,563 set in
education for promising Negro gram ten years ago.
April.
youth.
Scholarships in the Merit Nichols pointed out that June NEW YORK, — School is out teachers who need further trainWinners of the awards, call- program are open to students was the ninth consecutive for the summer in most school
ing: and
ed National Distillers Achieve- without respect to race, reli- month that Dodge dealers have systems across the nation but A proposal, "Operation Backment Seholarships, are chosen gion or national origin. Negro established new monthly re- for hundreds of teachers — stop," calling for the establishin a nationwide competition ad- students may participate in cords.
particularly those in many ment with felteThl assistance of
ministered by the National Mer- both the Merit and National
Southern states — it means the service centers — to be set up
THIRD YEAR
it Scholarship Corporation, an Achievement
loss of jobs as school integi a- wherever they are needed — to
programs
but
independent, non-profit organi- may win a scholarship in only He said sales in the first six lion is stepped up for the 1965- help teachers with problems
months of 1965 set a new rezation. The scholarships range one of them.
66 school year.
growing directly out of school
cord for the third year in a
up to $6,000 each, depending on Establishment
of the new row. Model-year sales are also In addition, many white ad- integration and its residual efthe student's needs:
ministrators and teachers face fects.
Achievement scholarships stems at a new high, he added.
GOING TO AMHERST
from the company's interest in Last month's sales brought the possibility of losing their William G. Carr, NEA execupositions for speaking out in tive secretary, described the
Young Corey, the son of Mr. broadening educational oppor- the six-month 1965 total
to 262,- support of
problem as "serious and insNegro teachers.
and Mrs. Edward L. Corey, of tunities for talented Negro 183 — 11 per cent more
than the The National Education As- mediate."
388 Pearl Street, is a graduate youth, an official said.
236,545 sales in the same period sociation,
PLAN CONCLAVE — The Circle-Lets ConRosa Iludgins, Chairman of Conclave Com- of South Kent school,
at the opening of its Recent court decisions, new
South This aim is also expressed in of record-breaking 1964.
clave Committee of the New York's chapmittee, Mrs. Constance Baker Motley, Bo- Kent, Conn. He will enroll in a
103rd annual convention here, federal laws, and regulations
National Distillers' support of The model-year total (Octoter of Circle-Lets, Inc., are pictured going
announced two plans for coping dealing with school integration
rough President of Manhattan, Ernest Pro. liberal arts course at Amherst the
United Negro College Fund, ber 1 through June 30) is 386,- with
over plans for the 1965 conclave which will
discriminatory practices have resulted in placing huncope (standing) in charge of Fair Activi- College in the fall.
the United Negro Colleges 988, which represents an in- involving
be held August 12.14 at the Lincoln Center
teachers as a result dreds of school teachers in
ties, and Audrey Jones, Co-Chairman of
In addition to excelling in his special development campaign, crease of 11 per cent over the of school
serious professional jeopardy.
integration.
Motor Inn, New York City Members of the
Conclave Committee. One of the highlights studies at South Kent, Edward the National Scholarship Serv- 347,371
sales in that period last They are:
committee making plans are, (left to right)
of the Conclave is "A Day At The Fair."
was editor-in-chief of the school ice and Fund for Negro Stu- year.
The formation of a sub-comnewspaper, captain.
;of the base- dents, and in the broader buts-TRUCK SALES UP
mittee on Human Rights of Know Your Negro History
ball team, a member of the related area of social welfare, Sales last month were nine
Educators to provide legal aid, Some 16.9 per cent Northera
football team and a member the National Urban League, an per cent higher than the 44,- job
relocation assistance, and Negroes lived in New York City
of the Student Council. He sang interracial agency,
972 sales in June a year ago. educational opportunities to r by 1940.
in the glee club, was on the debating team for four years and
EMIL SPIRITS OISTILLED FROM GRAIN 90 PROOf 5500051 DRY GIN CO 1TO 1150)
is a Life Scout in the Boy
Scouts.
Elliott Small, a graduate of
fft1A
•
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. —(AN- and United States Commission- ceive federal funds for educe- Harlan High School in Chicago,
is
the
son
of
Dr.
and
Mrs.
P1) — The Justice Department er of Education Francis Kep- tional purposes. The Bessemer
Elliott C. Small, of 9241 South
has moved in a federal Dis- pel to have Tile VI of the 1964 board has refused to submit a Forest Avenue. He was voted
trict Court here, to intervene Civil Rights Act declared un- plan to the Office of Educa- as the boy in his class most
in a suit against the school of- constitutional. The suit is pend- tion.
likely to succeed, and was pickficials of Bessemer, Ala., char- ing.
Bessemer, having a popula- ed as the most outstanding stuging them with failure to de- Title VI regulations require tion of more than 32,000, has dent in his class.
segregate the schools and to segregated school systems to an enrollment in its public lie belonged to the school's
provide equal educational op- file a suitable plan for school school system of 5,218 Negro honor society, the National
portunities for Negro children. desegregation before it can re- pupils and 2,9/3 white pupils. Honor Society, Drama club, Debating club, Human Relations
Atty. Gen. Nicholas DeB.
club, Student Council and CreaKatzenbach said the private
tive Writing club. Elliott was
suit against the officials, filed
May 24, by a group of Negroes, named as defendants 1
the members of the Bessemer'
Board of Education and Dr.',
James 0. Knucldes, the school
superintendent. The governments action is its ninth in the
school desegregation field
brought under the provisions
of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
KIT LLD if
NI !MUMS COMA%
••••••• •FOIN •
The complaint in intervention
Annual Women's Day will be
observed next Sunday at the
charged that the defendants
King Solomon Baptist church
maintain a dual set of schools,,
at 324 E. Olive on Sunday, July,
segregat:d by race both as to
18, and the theme will be "A
faculty and student body, and
Woman Who Used Her Business
offer Negro sudents educationfor the Advancement of the
al opportunities inferior to
Kingdom."
those offered white students.
The guest speaker at the 3
The Justice Department's aco'clock service will be Mrs.
tion asked the court to order
Emily Dandridge Brown, a
the Bessemer board to stop
member of Union Baptist
maintaining a dual system of
church.
schools, to provide equal eduMrs. Joan E. W. Golden will
cational opportunities for all
be the mistress of ceremonies
students, and to eliminate from
for the program.
Rev. James Robinson, founder-head of Operation Crossits operation of the schools any
The public is invited to be
roads
Africa,
thanks Congresswoman Frances Bolton of
present.
distinctions based upon race
Ohio
for her many years of devotion to the welfare of Afrior color. The timetable for deMrs. Leona K. Johnson is
can nations. The occasion was a luncheon honoring the lady
chairman of Women's Day, and
segregation would be worked
solon at the Africa Pavilion at the New York World's Fair
Rev. W. T. Johnson church reout under court order.
porter.
The Bessemer board, earlier where she received the pkique presented to her by the Rev.
Rev. W. T. Johnson is pastor
this year, sued Secretary of Robinson. Eight other groups cooperating with OCA partiBIGGEST SELLER IN ENGLAND, AMERICA,THE WORLD'
of the church:
Health, Education, and Wel- cipated in the event along with many high-ranking dignifare Anthony J. Celebrezze taries. (Bert Smith Photo)

U.S. Agency Sues Ala.
Schools Under Title 6

Women's Day
Planned At
King Solomon

DISfILLED
LONDOKDRT
MiliLliS Gm

In 1769, Alexander Gordon gave the English
another exhilarating activity to enjoy on the ice.

SEE OUR WIDE SELECTION OF
LATE MODEL ONE-OWNER CADILLACS

1965 SEASON
NOW OPEN
Racing Nitely Except
Sunday

More and more people consider a
well cared for pre--owned Cadillac
superior to most new cars that
offer less in comfort, luxury, performance and pride of ownership.
Our selection or used Cadilla.cs is
large and attractive—and our price
range is wide enough to make any
family a Cadillac family,

One With Evi.ry Rac• Starting With Th. Second!

FIRST RACE 8:00 P.M.
DAILY DOUBLE

• (SS Ceps is steak fa cheese feels)
Factory-approved smrronte etytiathla ONLY'from emir Cadflirte dralrr.
, 341 Velem
Open 'ril 9:00
5274110
.

Air concliti
T oned or your comfort

SATURDAY, JULY 17, 1965
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Lance Adams of South Bend,
see. He is in one of Memphis
Indiana is visiting with his
Hospitals.
family and friends.
•••
Almedia Penn visited
Missionary McTizic is con- Mrs.
her son here recently and did
Bible
Vacation
a
ducting
It Was reported a few weeks
some improvement on her
School in Martin, Tennessee,
ago that Rev. A. H. Rice, pas- at the Caldwell Chapel, Rev. home.
tor of First Baptist Church had Buford is the pastor.
George L. Thomas is still
•••
been dismissed from the hosconfined to his home due to a
not
had
he
pital. Although
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wade, physical condition.
been dismissed at that time, he Miss Florence Mitchell and
his
at
is
and
been
has now
Mrs. Bertha Burrus recently at- Ruth Reads On Angels
post. Everyone rejoiced at his
tended the annual barbecue at NEW YORK — (NP1) —
return.
Dyersburg.
Ruth Bowen, who was a friend
The funeral of Willie Wil- There are many visitors this
and business advisor to the late
at
liams was held last Sunday
week in Trenton. Mr. and Mrs.
Friendship Grove. He was a Paul Freeman of Armarillo, Dinah Washington, jumped off
life long resident of Gibson Texas and children Paul Jr., the deep end of show business—
County and the son of Mrs. A- Keith, Elaine, and Sandra are bookings— and is swimming
manda Williams and the late visiting Mrs. Mary H. Payne. strongly upstream in a preWillie Williams.
•• •
dominantly, male pond. The
• • •
Mrs. Robert Collins of Los Virginia-born lady is president
R. J. Hunt, son of Sam Hunt Angeles and children are visit- of Queen Booking corporation,
passed suddenly last Saturday. ing Mr. and Mrs. Sam Payne, which handles such artists as
and Mrs. Jerry Butler, the Impressions,
Aubrey Avery had a serious Mrs. Parlee Johnson
other Major Lance, and Alvin Cash
accident recently on Highway Mary H. Payne and
and the Crawlers.
45 en route to Jackson Tennes- friends.

Negro History Mandatory
In California Schools

Trenton News

California has become the States and of tlie State of Califirst state in the Union to re- fornia."
quire by law the teaching of NeIt was Assemblyman Dygro History. Through a law mally's second attempt to get
Assemblyman
by
authored
such a bill through the LegislaMeryn Dymally, 53rd District, ture. Early in 1963, he made
Los Angeles, it has become an unsuccessful attempt to have
mandatory in the State of Cali- a House Resolution passed on
fornia that, "The governing the same subject mattes.. This
board of each high school dis- bill was hailed by the Capitol
trict shall include only such and the Sacramento News Servtextbooks which correctly por- ice as an outstanding piece of
tray the role and contribution legislation.
of the American Negro in the
Because of his experience as
total development of the United a school teacher before his el-

ection as an Assemblyman, Dymalty stated that, Now it will
be possible for future generaCAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

Z.CONVENIENT
WE LOCATIONS
wteski rorK1 Geri YOU
Oil PREIERENTIAL
SERVICE

tions to know the achievements
of such Negroes as Crispus Attucks and George Washington
Carver."
He further stated that, "The
role of the Negro in the development of the United States and
the State of California has been
thoroughly neglected in the educational system of California;
but with the implementation of
this new statute, it will correct
a situation in which correction
is long overdue."

AL
'GENER
SERVICE
HOME

HOME FOR SALE

Autos For Sale

Houses For Salo

LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
WE INVITE fou TO
CADILLAC 1954
DARLING HOUSE
VISIT THESE LOVELY
WorshipMost
the
of
master
SEDAN
Stuart,
grand
campaign
• 3 BEDROOMS •
Nashville
DOOR
4
$100 FOR liNCE — The
LONGIN
HOMES
• DEN •
ful Grand Lodge, AF & AM, was Arne • Power Steering — Brakes
for the United Negro College Fund has reVIEW HEIGHTS NEAR Modern. Ent in kitchen. Plus
Bontemps, Fisk university director of uni- • Good Condition
ceived a check for $100 from the CumberLINES.
BUS
&
SCHOOLS
car port. $450 down; includes
versity relations. W. H. Fort, master of • Good Tires
land Valley Consistory No. 1 of the Anclosing cost. Approximation,
CUSTOM BUILT' BRICK HOME!
• Price $350.
Knights of Rose Croix, looks on.
cient and Accepted Scottish Rites Valley
2 BATHS. LARGE
/
BEDROOMS, 11
3
month note.
MU 3-6822
LIVINGROOM, DININGROOM, RAT' $72
of Tennessee. Receiving check from H. D.
Dia- IN KITCHEN. WALK-IN CLOSETS,
• Shown By Appointment •
For sale or swap Dodge Car for
— CENTRAL HEATING, ALL NATURAL
value.
the
you,
have
what
or
mond
aU Mrs. Barber hfartenn,
WOODWORK
CABINETS,
WOOD
3418-4618
"The van was travelling slow- fined $5.60 for carrying an exAND TRIM. 2 AIR-CONDITIONERS Se8-6618. Mns
Lealo Hendon
How Stopped Minivan?
4-1..) Sedan
00 WITH HOME. CYCLONE FEN21960 Super 88 Oldemobile
owner
one
passengers.
(broker), 1529 Madison Ave.
Full power, air-wood.,
ly with the back doors open," cessive number of
CED.
Call 897-1647
PORTSMOUTH, England —
team
rugby
the
he said. "Two people were "I'm taking
HOUSE FOR SALE
2093 LARAMIE FIELDSTONE
home," he told policemen.
3 BEDROOMS, 18 FT. KITCHEN.
(UPI) — Policeman Robert Gigg
HOME FOR SALE
1957 DELMAR
hanging out the back clinging
CARPETED LIVINGROOM & DINtold the magistrate's court here
INGROOM. FENCED SHADED BACK Two bedrooms, living room and
to the roof by their fingertips.
PATIO.
CONCRETE
WITH
YARD
JUNIOR
NEAR GRADE,
dining room combination.
how he stopped a Minivan —
Their bottoms were almost
& HIGH SCHOOLS
2027 LARAMIE FIELDSTONE
$250 DOWN, F.H.A.
tiny truck — and found 11 per- touching the ground.
2 Fr.
/
TRY TO MATCH THIS! 161
DOOR
BY
CITY BUS
$1 G.I., PLUS CLOSING
LARGE DINING
&
LIVINGROOM
The driver, Ian Deakins, was
scns inside
KIT
EAT-IN
CARPETED.
LOVELY
ROOM
3
Mr. James Jones, GL 2-5273
CABINET
CERAMIC TILE
WITH
FIELDSTONE HOMES
TOP & VENTAHOOD. 2 BEDROOMS MID TOWN REALTY, 452-3146

3 Furniture
Wanted
No Experience Necessary.
Call 523-1563

For brisk 61.17 'n Tonics
Crisp, London Dry

FACTORY
AUTHORIZED
SERVICE

DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL SEPTEMBER 15, 1965

IF

Gilbey's
Gin

Floor Models Reduced
$100°'

AMU FURNITURE CO
1049 Chelsea

•

The 122Thrift Shop
Jefferson
Hrs. 9:30 5:30

BARGAINS
Name Brand New and Used
Shoes & Clothing
For The Entire Family

UP TO 36 MONTHS'TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN
1264 GETWELL Open Nifes 'Til 9 1 4556 SUMMER
Phone FA 3-11712 BIG LOCATIONS Phone MU 2-461

Oversized Dresses
Node To Order
—
DISTILLED LONDON DRY 615 • 90 PROOF • 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS • W. & A.
GILBEY, LTD. • DISTRIBUTED BY ,NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS COMPANY, NEW TORN CITY

Reasonable

—

2093 LARAMIE — 3 BEDRUOIdS, CER. TILE BATH. PLUS 20 x 30
18 FT. KITCHEN, CARPETED LIV- Fr. GARAGE WITH 9 x 20 WORKING & DINING ROOMS, CERAMIC SHOP. LOVELY LAUNDRY EM &
TILE BATH, FENCED. ONLY $400 BATH. OWNER WILL SACRIFICE
EQUITY. DON'T MISS!
DOWN. FHA. SEE THIS.
2102 LARAMIE — 6 ROOMS, LIVING ROOM & DINING ROOM CAR- 11390 B. ORLEANS-CORNER ALIDA
BATH.
TILE
LOVELY CORNER NEAR GRADE.
PETED, CERAMIC
NEW 15 YR. GUARANTEED ROOF, JUNIOR & /UGH SCHOOLS. BRICK
HOME WITH LIVINGROOM. EAT-IN
AIR CONDITIONER TOO.
LEAVING STATE. THIS IS A GOOD KITCHEN. 3 BEDROOMS & PARTLY
PANELED ROOM SUITABLE FOR
BUY,
DEN, DININGROOM OR 4TH BED
1027 LARAMIE — TRY TO MATCH ROOM. CENTRAL HE&T. CAR PORT
2 FT. LIV/
PHIS! 2 BEDROOMS, 161
CARROOM
DINING
Member Amer. Real Estate Anon.
ING ROOM &
KITCHEN.
VENTAHOOD
PETED,
CERAMIC TILE) BATH. PLUS A 20
x 30 FOOT GARAGE WITH 9 x 20
LAUNDRY
LOVELY
WORKSHOP.
ROOM & Xs BATH. OWNER WILL
81,200. OR
FOR
SELL EQUITY
LOW DOWN PAYMENT.

HolbE FOR NA 1.M
1.414.PY WII/ (Arden.
Beautiful three bedroom brick, Uviv
and dining room combination, fireplace, one and a half oath, oat in
kitchen, all electric. Large clometa,
double carport. FHA appraisal. GI or
FHA loan. 1:011 Mr. George C. William. — 3118.6173 or 327-2086 —
Oentral air-conditioned and beating,
tionthlased Realty Co.

THESE HOMES SIIOWN
BY APPOINTMENT
JUST CALL 386-3738

CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET
USED CAR SPECIALS

740 UNION AVENUE
527-2664

IN THE

BELOW LISTED CARS MAY BE PURCHASED
WITH NO MONEY DOWN - ON APPROVED CREDIT
9 Pass. Wagon, V.8, Automatic, Fully Equipped,
This Car is Perfect Only

1960 Corvair
4 Door, Automatic Transmission, Excellent Condition,
Fully Equipped, Real Economy, Only

1963 Pontiac

4 Door, V•8, Automatic Transmission,
Full Power 8 Beautiful, Only

1961 Pontiac Ventura

Sport Sedan, V-8, Automatic,
Here Is A Bargain, For Only

1963 Chevrolet Impala
1956 Chevrolet

4 Door, 6 Cylinder, Automatic Transmission, Radio & Heater,
W.W. Tires, Good, Sound Transportation, Only

1959 Chevrolet Impala
1960 Chevrolet Impala
1958 Chevrolet Impala
1954 Chevrolet

Super Sports, Full Power, Factory Air,
Low Mileage, Low, Low Price

2

Door Hardtop, V•8, Standard Transmission,
New Tires, Perfect, Only

2 Door Hardtop, V•8, Automatic, Radio, Heater,
W.W. Tires, Low, Low Price, To New To Be Described.
Come In And See For Yourself — Only

2 Door Hardtop, Automatic, Radio, Heater, W.W. Tires,
Low, Low Miles, Low Price, Only

4 Door, 6 Cylinder, Standard Transmission,
.54 000 ee les, One Owner, Only

$695
$650
$1595
$1195
1895
$395
$895
$1195
$595
$495
$

WE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMAN
WAITING TO SERVE YOU- CALL OR
COME BY TODAY
AAAAA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAI1

SOUTH
teed
All Cars G
12 FREE LURES and
12 FREE Oil Changes

'62 Cad. $2195
'65 Must. $1995

4-dr. Pow•r and air. Sharp.

Solid red coupe, 1,000 rel.
Spare never down

'63 Buick $2295
4-door Hardtop. P ow•r
kleerM9. Power brat. •nd
air, Sharp!

'64 Buick $2991
W/C 4.dr seri , Lott air
•end full power. Extra sharp.

'60 Falcon $595
Solid hi. SS. Ra H.
Real sheirp

'59 Chev. $995
solid red,
Impels Convt
auto. Double b•rr•led
sharp.

'63 Buick $2395
Cony. Wildcat
PS. end
P.II. Loaded. Est. sh•ro

TO THE FAMILY
Planter
PEWS EMI SALE
entranc.e.
Bank.
Separate
30 pews, 12 foot In length
DEMANDING THE REST
double °Airport, floor nuance beat NO
CUSTOM
IMMACULATE
398-5836 or 398-6610
THIS
FOR
OFFERED
$50 Month
BUILT HOME IS
Dail 276-1/78
THE FIRST TIME. ONLY 8 YEARS
OLD.
Large
Baths.
2
/
11
—
Brick
Bedroom
3
Living Room & Dining Room. Beautiful Kitchen with Natural Wood Cabinets, Trim and doors throughout home.
One of the newer and finer homes in
Longview Heights. Owner will sell for
operators,
proofFHA Appraisal. Shown only by ap- Linotype
pointment. If you want the best call
readers and floormen.
agent to see.
386-3738
F. L. SNELLING!!
personnel should apANOTHER FINE HOME
3 Bedroom Fieldstone. Large Living ply. Write, Personnel Dept. co
carpet!Room & Separate DR., w/w
Chicago
2400
Defender,
S.
ing. 18 ft. Kit.
Michigan Ave., Chicago :.,0616,
2093 LARAMIE
630
—
3:00
SUNDAY
OPEN
Illinois.
PRICE REDUCED ON THEME
CALL US BEFORE YOU AR,
Exceptionally !lovely Fieldstone Ige. Lr
EMBARRASSED
& dr. w/w carpet. 2 BR. Cer Tile bath
x
20'
Kitchen.
Lovely
Top.
Cabinet
•
Vs
room.
Laundry
30' Garage with
& 9'.20' workshop. Buy this reduced equity & assume loan. Agent
will have open Sunday 3:00 to 6:00
2027 LARAMIE.
OWNER TRANSFERRED OUT OF
State. Must Sell Price now Reduced.
yen.
6 Rrn. Fieldstone. w/w Carpeting.
blinds. Air Conditioner. Down Payopen
ment 6250 FHA Agent will have
LARAMIE.
2102
Sunday 3:00-630
and
Salesmen
saleswomai
ANOTHER REAL BUY — REDUCED
1890 S. ORLEANS—CORNER ALIDA
Dr,
La.
HI
Jr.
Opposite
ORLEANS.
AS.
in the Memphis market.
cent human hair. MaKit.. 3 Bedrooms. Cer Tile Bath, Carport & Storage Agent will be at this We pay 25 per cent ar.d 30 chine made, $40. Hand made,
home.
per cent contract commission $90. Delivery in three weeks.
SUNDAY 3:00 to 6:30
ANY OF THESE HOMES SHOWN
on the
-Export.
Hudson Barbee
ANYTIME — TO SEE CALL
386-3738
F. L. SNELLINGS
Horn Lake
LUCILLE SERE REALTY COMPANY
Wellington
274-5809
1247 N. Evergreen
day
Mem. Amer. Real Estate Assn.
$.50; horseback riding 1/2 hr. $1;
gaLarge
Brick,
R.
B.
2
Alice.
831
and
Room
Living
rage, Tile Bath Sep.
horseback riding in the ring foal
D. R., W to W Carpet. Floor Furnace
5:30
children $.10; miniature
Heat. Open for Inspection all day Saturday and 4 to 6 p.m. Sunday.

Only ex-

perienced

PEST

EXTERMINATING CO.

the
s
CtwC
filed
Dicka

Aigractu
C
Gee,
cgina
, in
4,30;jthmaAve.,

June

ance
Cis
hug,rthat
kicke
legs
her.
$50,00

AN UNTAPPED "WE KILL TO LIVE"
CALL
SOURCE OF
O.Z. EVERS
REVENUE
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
FOR YOU
PH. FA 7-6033

wanted to sell retail advertis- BARBEE IMPORTED WIGS
ing
100 per

dollar.
Import
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER 5108
Rd., 398-1068
Street
236 South
Fish all
—
LAKE
BARBEE
Memphis, Ten'.
PACT TIME MAID
Call After
P.M.
golf, 18'
JIM, 275-9676
h^les $.25; picnic grounds with

YOU ARE YVISLCOME
TO VISIT AND INSPECT THESE
BEAUTIFUL WELL CONSTRUCTED
LONGVIEW HEIGHTS HOMES.

music for schools,
record
churches, clubs, businesses
$10. Bring the family & enjoy
a (12) of recreation. 5108 Horn
to do at Lake Rd., 398-1068 Hudson &
Hilda Barbee, Managers.
Mayberry Book Shop, 359 Beale,
Business Opportunity
Histories, English, and Fiction
SALT
25 cents and 50 cents

SPARE TIME EARNINGS SEWING
OR TYPING, WRITE TO BOX 1941,
WINSTON SALEM. N.C. ENCLOSE
STAMPED SELF-A DORLSISED ENYELOPE OR 100 COIN FOR REPLY.
I WILL GLADLY SHOW YOU ANY
TIME YOU WISH — JUST CALL Light assembly work
386-3738
F. L. SNELLINGS
home. Crestline Co. 68 421 Com1890 S. ORLEANS—CORNER ALIDA mercial. Cathedral City Calif.
Lovely corner opponite Jr. Hi. Li,
legroom. eat-In kitchen, 4 bedroomn
11 partly paneled). Suitable for Den
or Dining Room. Close to nchools &
FOR
b..
FIELDSTONE
—
2027 LARAMIE
Lovely 2 bedroom Mastered home.
20x30 garage with Ve bath, laundry
room, 9x20 workshop. Buy thin low
equity.
FIELDSTONE
—
2093 LARAMIE
A lovely 3 bedroom plantered home
with 18 foot kitchen you will be proud
to own.
FIELDSTONE
—
2102 LARAMIE
6 room pla.tered home plun air conditioner. On bus lino Buy G. I. or F.
fI.A. LOW D.P.
AGENT AT THESE HOMES
SUNDAY 2,00 — 6)00
COME IN AND SEE THF.M
386-3738
F. L. SNEIJ.INGS
LUCILLE SERE REALTY COMPANY
274-5809
1247 N. Evergreen
Hem. Amer. Real Estate Assn.
LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
2 betdrew•rn brick, enclosed beck par...,.
newly dmorattal theide and out. Garage. nice lot. 511,500. FHA $450
Includes All. Mrs Barbara Martins
86618: Leola Herndon. Broker —
1529 Madison
276.4426

Skylark Corset Fart Air
full power •s•rity lit. new.
New tires. Sea •nd drive.

'62 Buick $1695
LeS•bre 2-door Hardtop
Full power and factory •.•'

BLUFF
CETO
BUICK
&Item844

Special Services

TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded

'63 Buick $1991

Open NItos 111 9
739 UNION 525-5376

1003 RAMONA, SPRINGDALE

LUCILLE SERE REALTY For Sale by Owner, Choice Location
Bedrooms Fieldstone Home. Larger
COMPANY 1247 N. EVER- 3Corner
Lot. Fenced back Yard. Come
see anytime. 792 E. McKellar
GREEN 274-5809.
9464532
F. L. SNELLINGS
MEMBER AMER. REAL
LUCILLE SERE REALTY CO.
ESTATE ASS'N.
Apts. For Rent
1247 EVERGREEN - 274-5809
/OK RENT
Member American Real Estate Furn. For Sale
Newly Decoretwl Apartment.
1086 South Bellevue
Assn,
Across (tom future branch of Union

Help Wanted

BEST
CARS

•G

area. Early American brick,
painted light green, white trim,
THESE HOMES SHOWN black shutters, boxwood shrubbery. 3 B. R., tile bath. FHA,
BY APPOINTMENT
$11,775 with $375 down or
CALL 386-3738
some loan for $1,600. Open for
F. L. SNELLINGS
inspection. BR 5-4296.

PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)

1960 Dodge Pioneer

Vo

Classified Ads. .

SALESMEN
WANTED
Salesmen

It

•

MARIANNA ST!
3 B. R. }Pick, especially for expeople;
cr
professional
ecutive
palace inside, paradise outside.
i Dcuble carport, stone gar., imported shrubs .Wall-to wall crpt.
Air cond., V. B. Many other features too numerous to mention.
Must be seen to apprec. By appt.
I only. Reduced for cm.ck sale.

BEAUTIFUL

Snow ball machine New— only
Been in use for three weeks,
this is a bargain if ever want
to see one.
Mr. Geor, e Douglass
1308 So. Barksdal? St.

275-8467

THAN'S
LOAN

Buy U.S.
BONDS
FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 & 1711 REAL STREET IA 6-5300

o
I

1

LOAN OFFICE
N
EPSTEI
162-164-166 KALE ST.

W. C. HALEY, SR. 386.3182
Surety Realty Co. 386-9991
.
LONGVIEW HEIGIITS
1
i 831 Alice, 2 B. R. Brick, large
gar., tile bath, sep. living and
I dining rms., wall to wall crpt.,
floor furnace heat. $9,850 with
FHA low down payment. Seen
by appointment only 946-5361.

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL 4,
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale ;4
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

i

Al

Inn

111

